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1.1 Generai structure of the software 
\ 

The off-line software of the FINUDA experiment is composed of four main parts: 
' 

l. The Monte Carlo simulation of the apparatus and of the physical events that will 
be recorded by the apparatus : hypernuclear events, physical background events, 
cosmic rays fòr calibration. 

2. The Reconstruction Program composed by local (detector) and global (appara
tus) Pattern Recognitions and Track Fitting Procedures. The Reconstruction 
Program is equipped by an Event Display essential both for the development 
phase of the software and for the debugging and analysis phase on the real data. 
Moreover the .Reconstruction Program is designed to work both off-line on files 
ofrecorded events and on-line, with a proper interface with the data acquisition 
system, for on-line monitor of the data. 

3. The Calibratìpn Programs that ha ve to read sets of real data ( cosmic rays or 
calibration events on the beam) and produce calibration constants both for the 
different det~ctors ( e.g. t 0 for the drift chambers) and for the whole apparatus 
( e.g. geometrie calibrations ). These sets of calibration constants must be stored 
in a data base and used by the reconstruction programs. 

4. Physical analysis programs to be used for the analysis of the reconstructed data 
(DST's ). These programs are in generai developed using a package of physical 
analysis like ~AW or Root. 

The FINUD~· Monte Carlo is essentially complete and stable whereas the Recon
struction Program is complete and tested with Monte Carlo events for what concerns 
the basic algorith~s and the design of the data structures and their transport. The 
calibration programs are, on the contrary, in progress, since their their development 
follows the possibility of recording calibration data (cosmi c rays or calibration events). 

In this report the main results already obtained in the design of the apparatus 
and in the evaluation of its performances will be summarized. Specific reference will 
be made to the corresponding reports previously presented, which will be annexed to 
this document. o~· the contrary the latest results obtained in the evaluation of the 
rates for the exclusjve measurement of the non-mesonic decay of hypernuclei will be 
illustrateci in some · detail. 

Concerning the Reconstruction Program the results obtained in the evaluation 
of the efficiency of the reconstruction algorithms will be summarized. For this latter 
topic specific reference to the reports previously presented will be done too. 
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1.2 Tools, platforms, distribution 
::. 

The off-line software is based on some tool of very generai use: the basic simulation 
package is GEANT3.21: the (back)tracking package is GEANÈ3.21 closely correlated 
with the GEANT environment: the source code manager is CMZ and the memory 
manager is ZEBRA. 

The programming language used is FORTRAN for the pàrt of the code strictly 
off-line (Monte Carlo and Reconstruction algorithms), whereas the connection with the 
data acquisition, in particular for the on-line version of the R~construction Program, 
is written in C++. Similarly the off-line event display is based on KUIP and HIGZ 
(PAW Package), whereas the on-line Event Display is based OI.J., the use of the ROOT 
package. , 

The programs are running on different operating systems and platforms: on VaxS
tations and AlphaStations with Open VMS, on UNIX system ,on AlphaStations and 
finally on PC's using LINUX Operating System. The installat,ion and distribution of 
the software is provided by information and materialloaded in a Web page accessible 
by the members of the collaboration (http:/ /fidabs.ing.unibs.it). 

1.3 Monte Carlo simulation 

The Monte Carlo simulation program is essentially complete and stable. The basic 
features of the FINUDA simulation program have been described in the FINUDA 
Technical Report (Doc.l). There the first design of the appar~tus geometry and the 
first results concerning expected acceptance, momentum resolution for different type 
of particles coming from hypernucleus formation and decay, trigger rates and rejection 
powers have been reported. ' 

A more realistic description of the apparatus was performed and studied in the 
Status Report of May 95 (Doc.2). The improved design of the apparatus was aimed, 
on one side, to accurately evaluate and to optimize the acceptance and trigger rates 
and on the other to describe as well as possible the detector geometry and their support 
mechanical structures. The introduction of the mechanical structure in the Monte carlo 
description was important in order to evaluate accurately the effects of the machine 
induced background on trigger efficiency and pattern recognition procedures. 

In the design of the interaction target region a particular attention was devoted to 
the study of the expected resolution in the vertex position. This is particularly relevant 
since the ultimate momentum resolution on the pion coming from the hypernucleus 
formation depends on the accuracy of the correction for the en~~gy lost in crossing the 
target materia!. This study is reported in Doc.3 and leaded to important indications 
for the design of microstrip target assembly. '~ 

The simulation of the response of the detectors is described in the Status Reports 
of Sept 95 and Apri[ 96 (Doc.4 and Doc.5). A particular attention was devoted to 
the study of the silicon microstrips, since the performances requested to this device 
in FINUDA are more severe than in applications to other experiments. Moreover an 
accurate simulation of the response was an essential tool to develop efficient algorithms 
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for the detector pa:ttern recognition. In the Status Report of October 96 (Doc.6) the 
representation of the simulated response of the drift chambers and of the straw tube 
system is shown in the Event Display of the Reconstruction program and the description 
of the track fitting algorithm which accounts for the simulated signals is given. 

Finally the Monte Carlo simulation program was used to perform calculations of 
the expected performances of the apparatus and to plan physical measurements. After 
the first evaluations of rates and resolutions for the measurements of hypernuclear 
spectra reported in·the Progress Report (Doc. l) a extensive simulation of hypernuclear 
spectra from different hypernuclei was performed and reported in the Status Report of 
]une 97 (Doc. 7). In this study possible strategies of physical background suppression 
were studied, based on the unique possibility offered by the FINUDA apparatus to 
detect, with a large solid angle, both the pion coming from the hypernucleus formation 
and the proton coming from the hypernuclear decay or from background processes. 

Recently the effort in simulation of physical processes was devoted to the more 
accurate simulation of performances and rates in the measurement of the non-mesonic 
decay of the hypernuclei. The results of this study will be briefly described in the 
following section. 

1.4 Simulation of the measurement of th'e -non-mesonic decay 
of hypernuclei 

, · 
An accurate simul<i.tion of the measurement of the non-mesonic decay of hypernuclei 
in the FINUDA apparatus has been performed. It is worth recalling that the measure
ment of the non mesonic decay of hypernuclei is one of the most important physical 
achievements of the experiment since the data available are scarce and affected by 
large statistical and systematic errors. On the other side this measurements presents 
consistent difficulties, since it requests, at least for the neutron-neutron case, the mea
surement of two neutrons coming from the non mesonic decay of the hypernucleus. 
However the challe~ge is particularly attracting, since FINUDA is the only experimen
tal apparatus which is potentially able to measure the complete hypernuclear event: 
the pion from the hypernuclar formation and the two nucleons from the hypernucleus 
decay. . 

To study the performances of the apparatus for the measurement of the non
mesonic decay of hypernuclei, a generator of the hypernucleus decay was needed. A very 
simplified model was adopted: in the framework of the DWIA a point like two hadron 
interaction was considered and the amplitude for one specified initial and final state was 
written as: Vfi f d3r'llj 1 Wj2 Wit Wi2 • In this formula Wit Wi2 represent the nuclear bound 
states for the colliding nucleon and hyperon and Wj 1 Wj 2 are the distorted plane waves 
for the two outgoirig nucleons. An incoherent sum over the different initial and final 
states of the nucleons was then performed; in this sum the ViJ point like interaction is 
factorised away. Finally the transition amplitude is obtained by multipling this sum 
ti m es a phase space factor. 

The transition amplitude obtained accounts for the nuclear wave function of the 
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colliding nucleon and hyperon (Fermi momentum), for the ads,orbtion of the nucleon 
in crossing the nuclear medium an d for the phase space. In .· Fig. l the results of 
the generator for the nucleon energy and momentum and for the nucleon angular 
correlation are shown for the decay of the À_2 C. It is seen that the momentum of 
the outgoing nucleons is smeared by the Fermi momentum whereas a certain angular 
correlation between the two outgoing directions is conserved. It is useful to remark that 
the quantity that better keeps memory of the elementary hyperon-nucleon interaction 
is the sum of the energies of the two nucleons; it is very dose to the available energy 
generateci by the exothermic interaction, since the residua! nucleus carries very small 
kinetic energy. 

Let us recall that in the reconstruction of the emitted ;ùucleons the proton is 
tracked in the spectrometer and its energy is reconstructed with an energy resolution 
of l. 3M e V. O n the other si de the neutron can be reconstructed thanks to the sig
nals induced in the outer scintillator array. The detection effi.dency of the scintillator 
array, measured in calibration tests, was accounted for in the simulation; on average 
it amounts to 10%. The energy of the neutron was reconstructed on the basis of an 
estimateci error on time of flight of 500ps (fwhm) and on a resolution on the zeta co
ordinate of the hit of the neutron on the scintillator slab of 6cm (fwhm). Under these 
condition the energy of the neutron is reconstructed with an 'average uncertainty of 
5MeV (fwhm) depending, of course, on the neutron energy. 

1.4.1 Measurement of the hypernucleus lifetime. 

The measurement of the hypernucleus lifetime is based on the measurement of the 
differencè between the time of flight of the delayed proton on the external scintillator 
array an d the time of flight of the p rom p t pion coming from the hypernucleus formation. 
Both these time of flights have, naturally, to be corrected for the flight path of the 
parti cles. 

An accurate simulation of the process and of the reconstruction procedure showed 
that, at a luminosity of 1032cm-2 s-1 and a capture rate of 10-3 , the FINUDA apparatus 
is able to collect 18eventj hour useful for the measurement of the hypernucleus lifetime. 
At this rate, in a week of data taking, hypernucleus lifetimes with statistica! errors of 
some percent can be obtained. In fig. 2 the distributions of the time differences between 
proton and pion are shown for two different hypernucleus lifetimes. Additionally the 
fitting function adopted is shown; it is the convolution of a gaussian resolution function 
and of an exponential decay law where the hypernuclus lifetime is the fitting parameter. 

1.4.2 Measurement of non-mesonic decay 

In the measurement of non mesonic decay of the hypernuclei both nucleons produced by 
the decay of the hypernucleus have to measured; as mentioned before the proton coming 
from the proton-neutron decay is mode tracked in the apparatus whereas the neutron 
is produced by the proton-neutron or the neutron-neutron decay mode is recognized 
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as an isolated hit in the outer scintillator array of the apparatus, not connected with 
a charged signal, i.e. a charged track coming from the interaction region. 

In the study of the efficiency in the recognition of the non-mesonic decay a par
ticular attention has been devoted to the identification of the possibile physical back
grounds that can fake the recognition of the decay events. One of the most important 
source of background was recognized to be the neutral signals in the outer scintillator 
array generateci by the photons coming from the decay of the rr0 produced by the decay 
of the K+. This background is particularly dangerous since the time of flight distribu
tion of these photons is superimposed to the time of flight distribution of the neutrons. 
In this condition, for the proton-neutron decay mode, the signaljbackground ratio is 
of the order of 0.6. Fortunately one may profit of some correlations that characterize 
the signals coming from the hypernuclear decay: in particular the angular correlation 
between the two nucleons and their total kinetic energy, which conserve memory of the 
elementary interaction ( see Fig. l). 

In Fig. 3 The distributions of the time of flight, the angular correlation, and 
the total energy for the signal and the background in the proton-neutron decay mode 
are shown. One can see as the time of flight distributions are superimposed, whereas 
the angular and the total energy distributions are quite different. Appropriate cuts on 
the three distributions allow the background to be reduced to the 2.5% whereas the 
signal is reduced only to the 80%. This means that, at a luminosity of 1032cm-2s- 1 , 

the FINUDA apparatus is able to collect 2 event/hour of proton-neutron non-mesonic 
decay (a t l o-3 capture rate). In o ne week of data taking 300 decay events can be 
recorded obtaining a statistica! error of some percent on the ratio r v/fA· 

The same study has been performed for the neutron-neutron decay mode where 
two neutrons have to be measured in the final state. In that case the effects of the 
background originated by the decay of the rr0 is particularly severe and, without any 
cuts, the signal/background ratio is of the order of 0.2. Cuts on time of flight, angular 
correlation and tota1 energy allow this ratio to be increased to 11, which is a reasonable 
level of background. In Fig. 4 the angular distributions and the total energy for the 
signal and the background are shown. With the appropriate cuts the signal is reduced 
to the 93% and the background to the 1.5%. In these conditions at a luminosity of 
1032cm-2s- 1 and with a capture rate of 10-3 the FINUDA apparatus is able to collect 
0.5 event/hour of ileutron-neutron hypernuclear decay mode. This means that in a 
month of data taki'ng 300 neutron-neutron events may be collected and 1300 proton
neutron events; this allows an important observable of the non mesonic decay, the 
neutron over proton induced decay ratio r n/f P to be measured with some percent 
statistica! error. ' 

:, 

1.5 Reconstr.uction Program 

The basic algorithriÌs of the reconstruction procedures, the data structure in ZEBRA 
format and the data transport inside the program from input (RDT) to output (DST), 
have been written ~nd tested using sets of Monte Carlo generateci events. 
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The structure of the reconstruction program is composed by : 

l. Local Pattern Recognition procedures for two detectors :' straw tube arrays and 
silicon microstrip modules. , 

2. Global Pattern Recognition for the full apparatus, which has been developed and 
tested for hypernuclear events and cosmic rays. The Pattern Recognition for 
other types of events like Bhabha scattering and Kaon-q.ucleon interaction are 
stili in progress. 1 

3. Vertex identification procedure and measurement of the yertex position. 

4. Track Fitting procedures involving the four layers of dètectors composing the 
spectrometer. Two different algorithms have been developed and tested: an 
iterative procedure based on the Wind spline algorithm (non uniform magnetic 
field) and a numerica! integration procedure. Both the numerica! integration 
procedure and the backtracking toward the vertex are ·based on the GEANE 
tracking package. :' 

5. Event Display allowing both the Monte Carlo event and .. the reconstructed one 
to be shown in the same picture. , ! 

The basic structure of the reconstruction algorithms were designed and described 
in the FINUDA Technical Report (Doc.l). In particular it w.~s pointed out the im
portant role played, in the recognition of the kaons coming frgm the decay of the </>, 
by the silicon microstrip detector. In the same report the loqil Pattern Recognition 
for the straw tube detector was described as well as the global Pattern recognition for 
track identification in the full apparatus. In spite of the very low redundancy of the 
spatial information available and thanks to the simplicity of the triggered events and 
the low level of the physical noise, the Pattern Recognition procèdures provided a good 
global effi.ciency, larger than 95%. Further tests of the e:ffects of the machine induced 
background on the Pattern Recognition Procedures showed t~;~t they are practically 
negligible. 

The description and the performance of the local Pattern Recognition of the 
silicon microstrip detector are illustrateci in the Status Report

1 
of Aprii 96 (Doc.5). 

This reconstruction procedure implies different steps: clusterization of the struck strips 
:>: 

on each module face, cluster association on z and </> sides and the reconstruction of the 
spatial coordinates by means of a weighted average of the strip positions. Finally an 
algorithm for particle identification based on both the charge released in the microstrip 
volume by the crossing track and the number of struck strips in the cluster has been 
developed, with the aim of recognizing the hit of the crossing kaons against the hits of 
inclined pions or protons. 

Extensive tests of these algorithms with Monte Carlo generateci events are de
scribed in the Status Report of November 97 (Doc.8) where the effi.ciency reduction 
of the Global Pattern Recognition by the ineffi.ciency of the microstrip local Pattern 
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Recognition is evaluated not more than 10%. This reduction is mainly due to a more 
correct estimation of the sensi ti ve area of the microstrip modules; in fact, at the border 
of the sensitive area of each detector, the efficiency is reduced as a part of the deposited 
charge is not collected. 

Concerning the Track Fitting procedure two main algorithms were developed: 

l. a numerica! iJ?.tegration of the track trajectory based on a Runge Kutta method 
and using the' GEANE package. This method, which is described in the Status 
Report of Aprii 96 (Doc.5), has the advantage of exploiting at best the informa
tion coming from each detectors and of accounting accurately for the energy loss 
of the track along the trajectory. The disadvantages are well known: a certain 
instability against bad starting point of the fitting procedures and the need of a 
lot of computing time. 

2. an iterative method of track fitting coupling the Wind spline algorithm for the 
microstrips, the drift chambers and the longitudinal straw tubes with a procedure 
of minimization of the residuals relative to the stereo straws. This latter method 
gave good results in term of stability, accuracy and computing time. For the 
backtracking towards the vertex the GEANE tracking package was used. The 
description and the performances of this track fitting algorithm are given in the 
Status Report of October 96 (Doc.6). 

1.6 Pattern Recognition and track fitting cosmic rays 

The description and the performances of the procedures for Pattern Recognition and 
Track Fitting of cosmic rays crossing the apparatus in absence of magnetic field are 
given in the Status ;Report of June 97 (Doc. 7). Using sets of simulated cosmic rays it is 
shown that the spatial resolution which can be obtained with a geometrica! calibration 
based on cosmic rays crossing straw tubes and drift chambers is of the order of lOOpm, 
in the plane orthogonal to the beam direction, and 250pm in the zeta direction. 

l. 7 Fitting of the measured magnetic field map; effect on the 
momentum resolution 

; 

In the Status Reportof November 97 (Doc.8) the procedure adopted fora first fitting of 
the measured magnetic field of the FINUDA solenoid has been described. Moreover the 
effects on the momèntum resolution of possible uncertainties in the measurement and 
in the fitting of the magnetic field have been evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. In 
particular several citfferent situations were simulated: from the extreme cases were the 
tracks were generateci accounting for the measured components of the magnetic field 
and reconstructed using a perfectly uniform field to the working situation in which the 
magnetic field is ad:ounted both in the simulation and in the reconstruction. 

The results are reported in Table l of the quoted Report. Summarizing the 
conclusions one can state that with a reasonably accurate measurement of the FINUDA 

. ; 
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magnetic field and a good interpolation of the data, the required momentum resolution 
can be easily fulfilled in the whole tracking volume. However, even disregarding, in the 
reconstruction the non uniformity of the magnetic field, thanks to the low value of the 
transverse components, the nominai momentum resolution is completely preserved in 
the centrai region of the apparatus. 

1.8 Off-line on-line connection 

In conclusion it is worth mentioning that, recently, the off-line reconstruction programs 
have been completely integrated with the on-line programs for data acquisition and 
monitoring. At present the reconstruction programs are used to process off-line data 
coming from cosmic ray tests of a part of the apparatus and may be connected on-line 
for the monitoring of the data acquisition. 
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Chapter 8 

PHYSICS PERFORMANCES 

8.1 Apparatus simulation 

As mentioned in the proposal of the experiment [1], the simulation of the FINUDA 
apparatus was performed in the framework provided by the CERN simulation pack
age GEANT3 [2]. 

FINUDA Experiment 

Rur. n.: C 
Eventr: . : C · 
Dote: 12/08/62 

Figure 8.1: Front view of the new configuration of the FINUDA apparatus (only 
the first straw tubes double-array is drawn for simplicity). The inset shows the 
interaction region in more detail. 

In this design stage the Monte Carlo simulation was mainly finalized to the 
evaluation, as realistically as possible, of trigger e:fficiency andrejection, spectrometer 
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acceptance and resolution and to their optimization. Moreover the simulated events, 
in terms of hits of the tracks in the sensitive volumes of the detectors, are used 
as input to the reconstruction and fitting processes which are, at present, under 
development. 

Ali the relevant physical volumes of the apparatus, detectors structures and sen
sitive parts, as well as the mechanical supports interposed on the particle paths, 
were modeled with appropriate level of detail and di:fferent geometrica! configura
tions were tested in order to optimize acceptances and resolutions. 

The kinematics of the e++ e- -+ 4> formation and the 4> decay in the di:fferent 
decay channels was simulated using the GEANFI code [3], developed by the KLOE 
collaboration, whereas the kinematics of the formation and decay of the hypernuclei 
was generated in a dedicated process. 

FINUDA Experiment 

Run n.: 0 
E•ent n.: O 
Dote: 12/0S/62 

o 

. 
L. 

Figure 8.2: Zoomed view of the FINUDA apparatus central region. Note the new 
design of the target, segmented in 6 slices, placed in contact with the ISIM modules. 

The particles produced in the 4> decay and in the successive interactions are 
tracked through the various volumes of the apparatus by the GEANT3 tracking 
package. Energy loss in the di:fferent materials with Vavilov and Landau fiuctua
tions, multiple scattering and decay of unstable particles, as well as electromagnetic 
interaction and showering of light charged particles and photons are taken into ac
count by the tracking package. 

In fig. 8.1 and fig. 8.2, respectively, the structure of the full apparatus and 
the details of the interaction region are shown as they are simulated in the Monte 
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Carlo program. This final design, which is the result of severa! tests of di:fferent 
con:figurations, optimizes the trigger efficiency, the acceptance and the resolution of 
the apparatus for hypernucleus formation events while keeping, at the same time, 
easiness of mechanical construction and care. 

The simulation of the structure of the apparatus was performed with greater 
detail for the sensitive parts of the detectors, whereas the mechanical supports and 
structures are only schematically designed when they are relevant for the acceptance 
or transparency of the apparatus to the tracked particles. 

In previous chapters the detailed description of the structure of the di:fferent 
detectors and their assembly were already given and it will be not reviewed here. We 
only remark that the main structural modi:fications relative to the originai apparatus 
design [l] concem the shape of the target (fig. 8.2), whose cylindrical cross section 
was changed to octogonal in order to position the target materia! as dose as possible 
t o the ISIM microstrips. Moreover, the internallayer of drift chambers was rotated 
by 11 degrees around the axis of the apparatus. For the calculations presented in 
this section an octogonal Carbon target of 1.5 mm thickness was assumed. 

As it will be better illustrated in the following, the change of the target geometry 
allows a better accuracy in t~e determination of the stopping point of the K
inside the target (vertex positipn) and makes easier the mechanical construction 
and assembly of the interaction region. The rotation of the internai layer of drift 
chambers results in a 30% relative increase in the spectrometer acceptance. 

8.2 Detector resolutions and spectrometer mo
mentum resolution and acceptance 

The performa.D.ces of the di:fferent detectors in term of time, energy and spatial res
olution were measured in tests performed with prototypes, as described in the pre
vious sections, or assumed as a reasonable extrapolation of standard performances 
of the present technology. 

The appropriate resolution functions were inserted in the Monte Carlo simulation 
of the apparatus as a smearing of the hits of the tracks on the sensitive parts of the 
detectors. 

-) Internai scintillator array (TOFINO) (see Chap. 5.1): 

A time resolution of 0.5 ns FW H Mis assumed, whereas the resolution on the 
signal amplitude is evaluated on the estimated gathering of 50 photoelectrons 
for minimum ionizing parti cles (pions) an d 200 photoelectrons ( 4 times more) 
for kaons of 16.1 M e V coming from the </> decay. 

-) Silicon microstrip detectors (ISIM/OSIM) (see Chap. 4.1): 

A spatial resolution and detector granularity with u = 50 J.Lm along both the 
microstrip axes is assumed, whereas the resolution on ~E/ ~X of the kaons 
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is evaluated a t 20% FW H M. 

-) Low mass drift chambers (LMDC) (see Chap. 4.2): 

The spatial resolution is assumed to be 100 p.m in the direction octhogonal 
to the wire (p, c.p piane), as obtained by the measurement of the drift time. 
A much coarse resolution (O' ,...,_ l% of the wire length) is obtained by charge 
division along the wire direction. 

-) External scintillator barrel (TOFONE) (see Chap. 5.2): 

The time resolution is assumed 0.5 ns FW H M and within 5 cm FW H M for 
the zeta coordinate obtained with a suitable treatment of the signals of the 
two PMs looking at the same scintillator slab. 

-) Straw tube array (ST) (see Chap. 4.3): 

A spatial resolution O' ,...,_ lOOp.m is assumed in the radiai direction ( drift line " 
direction) relative t o the wire. N o measurement of the coordinate along the 
wire direction by means of charge division is foreseen, since the charge divi-
sion technique cannot provide the needed spatial resolution. In fact, in order 
to achieve the desired momentum resolution, at least two zeta coordinates 
( OSIM and ST) ha ve to be measured with high spatial resolution; the OSIM 
microstrip provide a resolution of 50 microns while a resolution of the order of 
the millimeter is requested for the ST array. For this reason the zeta coordi-
nate of the impact of the particle on the Straw Tube array will be determined 
fitting the particle path through the three straw tube super-layers. One of 
these layers is longitudinal and fixes the particle trajectory in the (p, c.p) piane, 
the other two are tilted by 15 degrees each relative to the longitudinal direction 
and determine the position of :flying path of the particle in the zeta direction. 
The resolution which can be reached using this technique was evaluated with 
Monte Carlo events and result of the order of 500 p.m. 

The momentum resolution of the spectrometer can be evaluated on the basis of 
well known standard formulae [4], usign the above spatial resolution, an evaluation 
of the radiation length of the different materials along the particle paths in the 
spectrometer, assuming the proper average length of the track an d a homogeneous 
magnetic field of 1.1 Tesla. 

The amount of materia! along the particle path is kept to the minimum in order 
to minimize the effect of multiple scattering. For these reasons the windows of the 
chambers are very thin and the tracking volume is filled with helium. As a result, 
the radiation length of the complete tracking volume is around 170000 cm to be 
compared with 570000 cm for pure helium and 30400 cm for air. 

In fig. 8.3 a) and b) the tl.pjp FW H M predicted resolution for pions is plotted 
versus the pion momentum at polar angles respectively of 90 and 50 degrees. 

In fig. 8.3 a) the fullline represents the total resolution, the dotted line represents 
the contribution from multiple scattering and the dashed line the contribution from 
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the helix fit of the track trajectory. The two contributions are summed quadratically. 
The dashed-dotted lines in fig. 8.3 b) represent the same contributions for the 
straight line _fit in in the ( z, s) p lane where s is the path length along the track 
trajectory. 

The plots show that for pions of 270 M e V/ c the design momentum resolution 
of 0.2 - 0.3% FW H M is achieved by the present configuration of the apparatus. 
Besides, it appears that the momentum resolution is dominated by multiple scatter
ing distorting effect and not by the uncertainty in the track fitting. Therefore the 
momentum resolution of the apparatus will not be criticai under possible worsening 
of the spatial resolutions. 

a) b) 
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the va.rious terms that contribute to the spectrometer 
resolution as a function of the momentum (see text for further. details). 

The prediction of the standard formula for the momentum resolution was checked 
by simulating with the FINUDA Monte Carlo program populations of monochro
matic pion and proton tracks starting from the external surface of the target and 
isotropically generated in space. The hits of the tracks with the different detec
tors are smeared with appropriate resolution functions and used to reconstruct the 
momentum of the particles by means of a helix fit procedure. 

Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 show the reconstructed momentum distributions for pions of 
270 M e V/ c and protons of 416 M e V/ c, respectively. In fig. 8.4 the reconstructed 
momentum distribution of the pions shows a peak around 270 MeVfc and a broad 
structure at lower momentum. This latter bump corresponds to the pions that have 
crossed the structure of the interaction region before entering in the tracking volume 
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and have lost a part of their energy (backward pions). The peak at 270 MeVIc 
represents the pions that have entered the spectrometer without crossing the target 
or the structure of the interaction region (forward pions) . 
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Figure 8.4: a) distribution of reconstructed momentum for pions coming out from 
the target surface; b) zoom ed view of the spectrum beyond 264M e V l c. The fit of 
the peak around 270 Me V l c ( the nominai value used in the simulation) allows to 
estimate the momentum resolution of the spectrometer 

The width of this peak gives the momentum resolution of the spectrometer for a 
monochromatic pion of 270 MeVIc. This resolution is around 0.25% and has to be 
compared with the curves of fig. 8.3. The agreement is good if one considers that 
the Monte Carlo tracks are generated over the full solid angle. 

Additionally, the number of tracks in the forward pion peak gives the information 
about the spatial acceptance of the spectrometer for the forward pions which are 
those useful for high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy. This number takes into 
account the geometrie acceptance of the spectrometer as well as the reduction in 
acceptance due to the mechanical structure of the chambers and theii dead zones. 
This overall acceptance for forward pions amounts to 22%, 30% greater than in the 
previous configuration of the chamber internallayer. It is worth to remark that, in 
the absence of dead zones and mechanical structures in the two chamber layers the 
geometrica! acceptance of the spectrometer for the forward pions amounts to about 
28%. 

In fig. 8.5 the same plots fora proton of 416 MeVIc are shown. The resolution 
for the proton tracks is O. 7%, worse that the for pions, since protons are subjected 
to more multiple Coulomb scattering deviations. 

The present evaluation of the spectrometer resolution was performed with a 
homogeneous magnetic field and using a helix fit procedure for momentum recon
struction. In fact, the design magnetic field will not be completely homogeneous. 
However, the deviation from uniformity will be of the order of some percent an d lo
calized mainly at the edges or out of the tracking volume. In the final reconstruction 
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program a track fìtting algorithm, which make use of a quintic spline interpolation 
of the track trajectory [5] and takes into account the non uniformity of the magnetic 
fìeld, will be used. Several tests with Monte Carlo events and different forms of 
magnetic fìelds much more inhomogeneous than the one used by the experiment, 
demonstrated that the design momentum resolution is preserved when an accurate 
measurement of the magnetic fìeld components (0.1%) is available. 

To give an example, a population of pions of 270 M e V/ c was tracked in the 
apparatus through a rather inhomogeneous magnetic fìeld ( up to 10% of the nominai 
value at the edges of the tracking volume for the three Bx, By, Bz components ). In 
fig. 8.6 a comparison between the distribution o{ the momentum reconstructed with 
helix fìt (a) and spline (b) algorithm is shown . 
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Figure 8.5: a) Distribution of reconstructed momentum for proton coming out from 
the target surface; b) zoomed view of the spectrum beyond 380M e V/ c. The fìt of 
the peak around 416 Me V /c (the nominai value used in the simulation) allows to 
estimate the momentum resolution of the spectrometer. 

8.3 Trigger eflìciency and background rejection 

The goal of the trigger system is to select the K+ K- decay of the 4> formed in the 
e+ e- collision from background events as Bhabha scattering, other 4> decays and 
cosmic rays. Furthermore, the trigger system must select hypernuclear events where 
a prompt pion, coming from the hypernucleus formation, has crossed the tracking 
volume of the spectrometer. 

It is worthwhile to recall that, at the top luminosity .C = 1033 cm-2 s-1 the 
expected total rate for 4> production is about 4.4 kH z and that, in the angular 
range covered by TOFINO, the Bhabha scattering cross section is some order of 
magnitudes lower t han in the forward and backward directions. Rates of ( K+ x-) 
and (e+ e-) will be th~m of the same order of magnitude (few kHz). Rates due to 
other 4> decays are considerably smaller. 
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Figure 8.6: Comparison between pion momentum distributions reconstructed using 
a helix fit (a) an d a spline algorithm (b). The p artide was tracked in a qui te · ~ 
inhomogeneous magnetic field. " 

For these reasons the simple request of multiplicity two in TOFINO is not 
enough. However, sin ce t h ere is a large separation between the energy lost by low 
energy kaons and by minimum ionizing particles ( electrons, muons and fast pions) in 
the 2 mm thick TOFINO slabs, this information can be exploited to select with high 
efficiency the x+ x- from <l> decay from the background reactions whic~ produce 
light relativistic particles. 

A further constraint can be provided by the request of a "back to back" topology 
in the interaction region, by simply requiring a coincidence between one TOFINO 
slab and the axially symmetric one or its two neighboring (extended back to back), 
in order to account for the curvature of the trajectory of x+ x- tracks and the 
uncertainty of the e+ e- interaction point. The latter is characterized in fact by a 
dispersion with a cr = 2 mm in the horizontal coordinate. 

Once the x+ x- event has been recognized by means of amplitu.de discrimi
nation on TOFINO signals and slab topology, the occurrence of a x- interaction 
in the target with emission of a prompt pion crossing the tracking volume can be 
selected by the request of at least one fired slab of TOFONE within a narrow timing 
gate. It is worth t o recall t ha t muons of 236 M e V/ c coming from the decay of the 
x+ stopped in the target are delayed by the kaon mean life which is of about 12 ns. 

In summary, the first level trigger is based on TOFINO and TOFONE and 
requires the coincidence of the following occurrence : 

-) TOFINO 

a) "extended" back to back topology (BTB) 

b) energy lost above a fixed threshold 

-) TOFONE 
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a) prompt coincidence $ 10 ns 

b) multiplicity 2:: l (optional) 

This trigger strategy has been extensively tested with Monte Carlo simulations. 
For the timing and amplitude resolutions of the scintillators the values quoted in 
Chap. 5 were adopted, and furthermore, being the crucial part of the trigger logic 
based on amplitude threshold discrimination, a possible fl.uctuation of the electronic 
threshold of 5% FW H M has been assumed. In terms of energy lost in a single slab 
by the particles this corresponds to a fl.uctuation of 0.175 Jlif e V for a threshold of 
3.5 MeV. 

To evaluate the trigger efficiency a population of hypernuclear formation reac
tions was simulated, in particular : a 4> is formed from e+ e- collision; it decays in 
K+ K-; when the K- is emitted into the acceptance volume and stops in the target 
an hypernucleus is formed and a prompt pion of 270 M e V/ c is emitted; after that 

,.-, the hypernucleus decays in non-mesonic mode with a mean life of 0.3 ns emitting a 
proton and a neutron of 416 MeVjc. 

Besides, several background reactions were simulated to evaluate the trigger 
rejection power. 

The results of these calculations are presented in tables 8.1 and 8.2. In table 8.1 
th~ results for the trigger efficiency are shown: the high angular acceptance of the 
TOFINO barrel and the large energy lost by kaons allows the selection of 75% of 
the K+ K- events which fulfill the topological and threshold conditions. The 25% 
loss is due to angular acceptance (12%) and decay in fl.ight of the kaons (13%). 

The dead zones in the interaction region, the limited solid angle coverage of the 
spectrometer for particles com.ing from the interaction region, and the timing gate, 
reduce the triggered events to 40%. 

Table 8.1: Trigger effi.ciency for 4>--+ K+ K- + hypernucleus events 

TOFINO = (energy loss * extended BTB) 75% 
TRIGGER:: TOFINO * TOFONE (prompt coincidence) 40% 

It is worthwhile to recall that not all of the triggered events result useful for 
physics, since the trigger condition can be fulfilled by spurious events too. For 
instance, the prompt coincidence on one TOFONE slab can be provided by a fast 
muon from K+ decay, whereas the pion from hypernucleus decay escapes from the 
spectrometer acceptance. A detailed analysis of the different classes of events within 
the triggered ones will be given below. 

In table 8.2 the trigger rejection for background events is shown giving the ex
pected rates for some processes; it appears that the trigger strategy allows an effi.cient 
background rejection. Within the di:fferent conditions imposed by the trigger logic 
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the most powerful one is, without any doubt, the threshold discrimination on the 
particle energy loss in TOFINO. In fact it is very unlikely that a couple of minimum 
ionizing particles coming from the background reactions can release as much energy 
in the scintillator slabs as a couple of slow kaons coming from the 4> decay. 

Table 8.2: Background events accepted by the trigger 

Bhabha scattering < 10 2 Hz 
4>- Xs XL <10-1 Hz 
4>-p-rr < 10 2 Hz 
4>- -rr+ 1r 7ro < 10 ·3 Hz 

As noticed above, within the class of tpggered events only a subsample corre-· 
sponds to. "useful events", that is events in which the x- stops in the target, forms 
the hypernucleus and produces a negative pion which gives the prompt coincidence 
in TOFONE and deposits hits in the four detectors of the spectrometer (OSIM, 
two LMDC and ST). Four hits are considered the minimum needed to obtain the 
best recognition of the track and resolution in momentum. For tracks with 3 hits, 
recognition and track fitting are possible as well, but with lower quality warrant and 
worse momentum resolution. 

Among the 40% triggered events, 25.5% are useful ones, whereas for 7.5% of them 
the negative pion gives the prompt coincidence but has less then 4 hits, having hit 
a structural part. For 7.0% of them the negative pion is out of the acceptance and 
the prompt coincidence is given by another particle (positive muon, in generai). 

Finally, half of the 25.5% useful events have forward pions and can be utilized 
for high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy. 

8.4 Pattern recognition and event reconstruction 

The pattern recognition process of the FINUDA apparatus is mainly aimed to the 
identification, within the events selected by the trigger, of the "useful events" that 
is the ones in which the stop of a x- in the target is followed by the emission of 
a prompt pion crossing the four detector layers of the spectrometer. The measure
ment of the momentum of the pion emitted from the x- interaction allows the 
hypernuclear spectroscopy studies. · 

Additionally, other charged and neutral products of the interactions or decays 
such as protons and neutrons from the hypernucleus decay or muons and pions from 
the x+ decay, may be recognized in order to perform measurements of the lifetime 
of the hypernucleus or simply for detector calibration. 

The effi.ciency of this pattern recognition process can greatly a:ffect the capability 
of the experiment to efficiently separate hypernuclear events from spurious ones and 
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to utilize at the best the potentiality of the machine and of the apparatus. 

The worry is justified, to a greater extent, by the fact that, in order to reduce, as 
much as possible, the amount of materials along the particle paths, the redundancy 
of the track position sampling within the spectrometer is reduced to the minimum. 

For this reason Monte Carlo simulated events were used to develop and test a 
number of pattern recognition and event reconstruction procedures designed to fully 
exploit the information on the event recorded by the FINUDA detectors. 

To this aim a first version of the reconstruction program for the apparatus · was 
written, which performs the following tasks: 

a) Read in, from the Monte Carlo events, of the description of the hits of the tracks 
in the different detectors (Raw Data Tape ). The hits were smeared by proper 
resolution functions. 

b) Read in, from the Monte Carlo program, of the geometry and materia! composi
tion of the detectors and structures in the apparatus. Being the reconstruction 
program based on the GEANT package, the GEANT/GEANE [6] environment 
can be exploited to perform tracking and back-tracking of particle trajecto
ries through the apparatus volumes, with calculation of energy lost and error 
matrix transport, with great easiness and accuracy. 

c) Management of a data base for the hits in the detectors, reconstructed event 
structure and calibration data, based on the ZEBRA package. 

d) Supply of an user interactive interfa.ce, additional to the batch mode, based on 
the KUIP package [7], as well as of an event display process based on X win
dow/GKS package. The event display is a.ble to show to the user the Monte 
Carlo genera.ted event, the hits in the detector and the results of the recon
struction process at the same time. The pattern recognition and reconstruction 
strategies can be tested event by event and a.da.pted to the particular features 
of the appara.tus and to the characteristics of the event topology under study. 

e) Connection of the pa.ttern recognition process to the track fitting procedures. 

f) Production of a data. summary tape containing the results of the reconstruction 
in terms of recognized topology, interaction and decay point position (K- and 
K+ stopping points in the target) an d directions an d momenta. of the tra.cks, 
in the form of ZEBRA banks and PAW n-tuples. 

In the following, a short description of the pattem recognition strategy adopted 
in the first version of the reconstruction program is given, as well as the results 
concerning its effi.ciency. 

For typical hypernuclear events ( useful events) the pattern recognition :flow is 
organized in two successive steps: 
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a) Identifìcation of the "beam" K+ K- couple which crosses the interaction region 
and deposits hits in two opposite TOFINO slabs and in two correspondent 
ISIM microstrips. Reconstruction of the "beam" trajectory in the space and 
extrapolation of the K- and K+ tracks inside the target to estimate their 
stopping points. (Interaction Vertex and K+ decay point, respectively) 

b) Identifìcation, inside the spectrometer, of the helical trajectories which start from 
one hit in OSIM and cross the other three detector layers of the spectrometer 
(two LMDC and ST) and possibly TOFONE. These helical trajectories, if 
they correspond to physical tracks, are connected with the K- or K+ stopping 
points too. For "backward" tracks which cross the interaction region before 
entering in t o the spectrometer, the additiona.l hits in the internai detectors 
(ISIM and TOFINO) are placed near the helical trajectory too. The little 
amount of materia! interposed inside the tracking volume and the uniformity 
of the magnetic fìeld largely a.llows to approximate the particle trajectories as 
helices, at least for pattern recognition purposes. 

The low level of background and the high rejection power of the trigger a.llows to 
expect clean events and promise a high e:fficiency for the pattern recognition process, 
in spite of the limited number of hits ava.ilable. 

-
Tracks with only three points can be identifìed and reconstructed as well, but 

with worse recognition qua.lity and momentum resolution. The recognition of the 
"beam" and, consequently, the reconstruction of the Vertex is considered, on the 
contrary, essential to va.lidate an . useful event and to a.llow the identification of 
"backward" and "forward" tracks. 

Moreover, the reconstruction of the Interaction Vertex a.llows the correction of 
the negative pion momentum, for the energy lost in the a.lready thin target and leads 
to the best performances the momentum resolution of the apparatus. 

8.5 K+ K- "beam" identifì.cation in the interac
tion region 

The recognition of the K+ K- beam in the interaction region starts from the two 
back to back TOFINO slabs in which the signal amplitude has overcome the re
quested threshold and triggered the acquisition of the event. Assuming that these 
two slabs have been fìred by kaons from the fjJ decay, the hits of these kaons in the 
ISIM microstrips in the angular region subtended by the two slabs are searched for. 

In fig. 8. 7 the interaction region for a typical hypernuclear event is shown; 
the two TOFINO back to back slabs and the hits of the K+ K- beam on ISIM 
are indicated. They can be distinguished from other hits on ISIM, in the same 
angular region ( see the proton hit near the K- one), using the information o n specific 
energy loss provided by the Silicon microstrip detector. The tl.E / tl.z of the stopping 
Kaon ( average energy a t the incident point o n ISIM "' 12 M e V) is "' 1.5 M e V, 
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around 4 times the minimum ionizing one. A speci:fìc energy loss resolution around 
20% FW H M, assumed for the Silicon microstrip detectors, results to be largely 
sufficient to separate the hits produced by slow kaons from those by other particles 
produced in the interactions. 
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Figure 8.7: A typical FINUDA event: zoomed view of the centrai part of FINUDA 
apparatus showing the K- and K+ interacting in the target. 

Monte Carlo calculations using hypernuclear events with a proton-neutron decay 
of the hypernucleus, demonstrated that the efficiency for this separation is around 
96%. 

Once the hits of the beam. tracks on ISIM have been recognized, the trajectory 
of the K+ K- couple inside the interaction region can be reconstructed imposing 
that a helical trajectory corresponding to a nominai momentum of the kaons crosses 
the two hit points. Having measured, in each point, the three spatial coordinates 
(z, y, z) with high spatial resolution, this is enough to determine completely the 
beam. trajectory, apart from an am.biguity on the sign of the radius o{ curvature or, 
in other words, on the concavity of the curve. 

This am.biguity can be easily solved comparing the two alternative trajectories 
with the e+ e- interaction region ( u = 0.2 cm in the horizontal plane and u = 
0.002 cm in the vertical one). The true beam. trajectory must cross this region in 
the e+ e- annihilation point. The rare cases for which this ambiguity survives are 
solved by checking the sign of the particles emitted in the kaon interactions or decay 
in the target. 

The efficiency of this beam identi:fìcation process was estimated to be "' 99% 
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of the K+ K- couples which have hit the ISIM microstrip and stopped inside the 
target. 

When the beam trajectory is reconstructed, the stopping position of the K+ and 
K- in the target can be estimated by simple extrapolation of the trajectory to the 
target, taking into account energy loss in the interposed materials. This task can 
be easily accomplished by the GEANE tracking package which accounts accurately 
for the geometry and characteristics of the crossed volumes. The accuracy in the 
determination of the kaon stopping points with such a method is estimated in some 
hundreds of microns. 

Factors affecting this accuracy are the the fl.uctuation of the energy loss and the 
deviations of the kaon trajectory from a helix due to the energy loss and the multiple 
scattering in TOFINO and ISIM. 

To reduce as much as possible this latter effect, which is the most important one, 
in the new geometrica! configuration the target was positioned as dose as possible to 
the ISIM microstrip surface, where the crossing positions of the tracks are measured. 

8.6 Track identification inside the spectrometer 

The pattern recognition of the tracks produced by the kaon interaction and decay 
in the target is largely based on the recognition of circular trajectories in the piane 
orthogonal to the axis of the apparatus, trajectories that start from the target 
region and cross the sensitive volumes of the different detectors sufficiently dose 
to the projection of the hit points on the same plane. As already mentioned, the 
uniformity of the magnetic field is sufficient to allow the use of a helix approximation 
for the track trajectories. 

In addition, the simple topology of the searched events and the minimum redun
dancy of the track position sampling ( average number of hits or dusters per event 
....., 24) make the use of a simple local pattern recognition method (road method) 
more appropriate and economie than global pattern recognition methods like the 
inverse conformai transformation method [8] often used to recognize circular paths 
with a common origin. 

The tracks searched for are supposed to start from one of the two kaon stopping 
points in the target ( vertices) and must cross the sensitive parts of OSIM, internai 
LMDC, external LMDC, ST (in the order) and possibly ISIM for backward tracks. 

Hence the pattern recognition process starts the analysis of the hits considering 
one hit in OSIM detector. After that it constructs one cirde from every possible com
bination of this hit and two hits in the two LMDC arrays. Since the measurements 
of the coordinates in the transversal piane is very accurate for the three mentioned 
detectors, the combination of three hits coming from a true track corresponds to a 
circular trajectory passing very dose to one of the two vertices and dose to the hit 
of the longitudinal straw tubes when they are fired by the track. This first request 
on the alignment on a circular path of three hits with one of the two vertices and 
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the ST defi.nes a track candidate to be submitted to further tests. 

The OSIM detector provides an accurate determination of the z (longitudinal) 
coordinate of the hit, while the z coordinate of the vertex is estimated with a good 
precision by kaon track extrapolation. The two LMDCs provide a coarser accuracy 
in zeta determination (1% of the wire length). However, the check of the alignment 
of the z coordinates of these four points along a straight line in the ( z, s) p lane ( s 
is the path length along the track) is very useful in resolving possible ambiguities 
and mainly in rejecting spurious candidates. 
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Figure 8.8: A typical FINUDA event: the hypemucleus formation is followed by a 
n-p non-mesonic decay. The poly-lines superimposed to the Monte Carlo particle 
trajectories represent the results of the pattern recognition algorithms. 

When one track candidate fulfills the requested conditions within tolerances de
pending on the assumed spatial resolutions, it is validated as a good track and 
connected in the event structure to the corresponding vertex. The corresponding 
hits are discarded from the input data structure and no longer considered in the 
search for track candidates. Additionally the circle parameters provide a first esti
mation of charge, momentum and direction of the validated track. The process is 
then repeated forali other hits on OSIM looking for good candidate tracks; residua! 
hits are considered as noise or submitted to search for track candidates of lower 
quality. 

Good candidate tracks may ha ve four measured points ( OSIM,LMDCs,ST) if 
they cross the ST array or three measured points, if not. In the latter case the 
track may have escaped the tracking volume acceptance or may have such a low 
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momentum that spiralizes inside the spectrometer; in this case other corresponding 
hits in the LMDC layers are searched for and connected. 

For backward tracks possible hits on ISIM and TOFINO are searched for, as well 
as hits on TOFONE for both backward and forward tracks. It is worth to remark 
that once the track has been validated and connected to the corresponding vertex, 
it becomes possible to distinguish backward from forward tracks. 

In fig. 8.8 a hypernuclear event fully recognized by the pattern recognition pro
cess is shown; the Monte Carlo tracking is superimposed to the pattern recognition 
information which is given by poly-lines connecting the hits of each track candidate. 

A process of pattern recognition has been developed for the ST array in order 
t o associate longitudinal an d tilted (stereo) clusters of ST, fired by the same track 
and a first version of this process has been tested on Monte Carlo events. The 
efficiency of the process is rather high, in fact the correct cluster association can 
be done in about 85% of the cases, without any reference to information from the 
internai detectors. This is made possible by the simplicity of the triggered events, 
the expected low level of physical noise and the high granularity of the ST array. 
The event of Fig. 8.8 shows the great separation of the clusters on the ST array. 
The worst effect on the ST resolution is given by spiralizing muons or pions coming 
from K+ decay or by showering of photons which fire entire sectors of the ST array. 

Moreover, the association of longitudinal and tilted straws allows an estimation 
of the z-coordinate of the hit on the ST array; the accuracy of this estimation is 
around 1.5 cm. Hence, when the pattern recognition on the ST array has been 
successfully accomplished before the pattern recognition in the tracking volume, an 
additional check on the z-coordinate estimated on the ST hit can be performed and 
provide a better constraint for the validation of the track. 

The first version of the pattern recognition process of the FINUDA apparatus 
was tested on Monte Carlo events and provides an efficiency larger than 95% for 
tracks crossing the full spectrometer. As expected, the efficiency is very high an d 
the process is not time consuming. Being this the first version of the process, both 
efficiency and economy can be improved by more clever and refined algorithms. 

The reliability of the algorithm in presence of a high level of noise on the detectors 
is at present under study. First tests show that, owing to the high accuracy of the 
spatial positions on the detectors, it is unlikely that spurious hits can contaminate 
a true track or even create a fake track. 

8. 7 Track fitting and momentum reconstruction 

As mentioned before, the track fitting process is accomplished by a helix fit process 
or by an efficient spline algorithm; OSIM and LMDCs provide measurements of the 
three spatial coordinates though with less accuracy for 'the zeta coordinate when the 
LMDCs are concerned. Besides, reconstructed hit coordinates for the LMDCs in the 
(p, r.p) piane depend slightly on the incident angle of the track. This dependence 
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Figure 8.9: The sequences of plots shows the capability of selecting the "useful 
events" (b) and of correcting the 1r momentum for the energy lost in the target (c), 
starting from the global spectrum (a). 
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will be accurately taken into account in the final fit procedure. 

The accurate determination of the longitudinal coordinate for the ST array will 
be performed by fitting the extrapolation of the track trajectory through the hit 
stereo tubes; this is clone by minimizing the sum of the squares of the differences 
between: 

a) the distance of the trajectory (helix) from the wire of a hit tube; 

b) the distance from the same wire corresponding to the product of the drift time 
and the drift velocity. 

First tests of this procedure with Monte Carlo events allow to estimate that the 
accuracy in the determination of the z coordinate for the ST array is of the order 
of 500 J-Lm. 

In fig. 8.9 a) the reconstructed momentum distribution of a negative pion of 
270 M e V/ c coming from hypernuclear formation is shown; the spatial resolution of 
the detectors are those mentioned above. The peaks at lower energy are generated 
by pions crossing the interaction region structure; they are much more evident that 
those of fig. 8.4 a) since in that case the pion was generated on the external surface 
of the target. In the present case, on the contrary, the pion in generate inside the 
target in the K- stopping/interaction point, and loses a little but variable part of 
its energy cro~sing the target before entering in the spectrometer. The resulting 
resolution on the peak of forward pions is worsened. In fig. 8.9 b) only the forward 
pions are selected, cutting on the direction of the pion relative to the position of 
the vertex; only the forward pion peak survives the cut and show a momentum 
resolution of 0.3%. 

Finally in fig. 8.9 c) the forward pion momenta are corrected as follows. The 
distance between the reconstructed vertex position and the extrapolation of the pion 
trajectory on the target is evaluated; this distance estimates the path of the pion in 
the target materia! and the evaluation of the energy lost by the pion in the target 
became possible. This value of the energy lost is used to correct the value of the 
pion momentum measured by the spectrometer. The resulting distribution is shown 
in fig. 8.9 c); the peak is now centered around 270 MeVfc and its width correspond 
to the nominai resolution of 0.25%. 

8.8 Hypernuclear spectroscopy resolution 

Given the performances illustrateci above for the resolution of the different detec
tors, the pattern recognition and event reconstruction, it is possible to use Monte 
Carlo simulated events to estimate the resolution and sensitivity of detection of hy
pernuclear levels in presence of a physical background. As an example, a Monte 
Carlo calculation was performed in which the K- originated by the </> decay and 
then stopping in the target, generates a spectrum of negative pions similar to the 
ones of fig. 1.1, which is a typical spectrum obtained at KEK with a (C H)t 2 target. 
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The only difference is that the two peaks at 273 and 261 MeVIc were generated 
as monochromatic lines in the same proportion, relative to the background, as the 
areas of the two peaks relative to the area of the full spectrum7-as-seen by fig. 8.10. 
They correspond to the standard capture rate of 10-3 lstopped K- respectively. 
Furthermore two additional peaks a t 265 Me V l c an d 270 Me V l c ha ve been gener
ated corresponding to capture rates o{ 2 · 10-4 and 10-4 stopped k- respectively. 
They would correspond to the excited states at "' 2.6 MeV and 6.8 MeV in 120, 
observed with the (11'+, K+) reaction in B.ight (see fig. 1.2 

The simulated Monte Carlo spectrum was then p~sed through the full chain of 
programs described in this Chapter and the final results are shown in fig. 8.11, where 
the two peaks at 10-3 stopped K- are clearly visible over a flat background, with a 
resolution and a signal l background ratio as expected and anticipated in Chapter 
l and the peaks at 10- l stoppedk- can stili be distinguished from the background. 
Concerning the expected counting rates, we may finally obtain the following eval-

0 uation. At C = 1032 cm-2 s-1 we expect "' 216 K- s-1 ; for a production rate 
of hypernuclei of 10-3 K;;owed we expect then 2.16 x 10-1 hypernuclear states s-1 • 

The trigger efficiency is 0.255 and the reconstruction one is 0.95. Furthermore, we 
have to take into account the circumstance that only the forward pions are useful 
for fine spectroscopy (a·factor"' 0.5) and that the total transparency ofthe LMDCs 
is 0.8. The final rate is then 2.09 x 10-2 hypernuclear states s-1 , corresponding to 
75 h-1

: it means that the spectra shown in fig. 8.11 would be obtained in "' 7 h at 
[, ·= 1032 cm-2 s-1 , in "' l h at [, = 1033 cm-2 s-1 , a quite impressive result. 
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Figure 8.10: Simulated ?r- momentum spectrum used as input for the FINUDA 
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l Monte Carlo simulation of the FINUDA ap
paratus. 

The performances of the FINUDA apparatus concerning trigger efficiency, ap
paratus acceptance and momentum resoiution, have been evaiuated by a Monte 
Carlo simuiation of the finai, more realistic design of the different detectors and 
supporting mechanics . Concerning the details about the Monte Carlo program, 
the generai structure of the apparatus, the amount of materiais in the spectrom
eter piaced aiong the particle paths, we refer to what aiready illustrated in the 
FINUDA proposai[l] and the FINUDA Technicai Report[2]. The spatiai and time 
resoiutions assumed for the different detectors are the same as those given in the 
Technicai Report, exception made for the spatiai resoiution of the drift chambers 
and the zeta resoiution of the straw tubes, for which the pessimistic vaiues of a 
= 150 pm and a = 1.0 mm respectiveiy, have been assumed. 

1.1 Simulation of the realistic structure of the apparatus. 

The finai design of the structure of the FINUDA apparatus in terms of dimen
sions and positions of the different detectors and shapes, sizes and constituent 
materiais of the supporting structures, has been worked out by the mechanicai 
design group in dose collaboration with the Monte Carlo simuiation group. This 
coordinated effort resulted in a finai design of the different parts of the appara
tus, which improves the globai transparency and acceptance of the structure and, 
consequentiy, the trigger and reconstruction efficiency. 

All the sensitive and structural volumes belonging to the different detectors, in 
their final sizes and shapes, have been modelled inside the Monte Carlo program 
with the proper Ievel of detail. The same has been clone for all the mechanicai 
structures supporting the detectors or, in generai, placed inside the magnet gap 
and along the beam pipe. The accurate simulation of the supporting structures is 
needed to evaluate, as closely as possible, the effects of the machine background 
on trigger efficiency and rejection and on the Pattern Recognition efficiency. 

In Fig. l the longitudinal cross section of the apparatus is shown as it is simu
lated in the Monte Carlo program. The magnet and coil structures together with 
the beam pipe, the compensating magnets and the flasks supporting the centrai 
detector region, appear clearly in the picture. A part of the mechanical struc
ture supporting the drift chambers and the straw tubes appears too. This latter 
structure is better seen in Fig. 2, where an axonometric view of the chamber 
supports is shown. The same structure is seen in a frontal view in Fig 3 together 
with the drift chamber cross sections. 

The frontai cross section of the entire detector volume is seen in Fig.4; the 
support structures at each side of the chambers account both of the vetronite 
framework of the chambers and of the supporting aiuminum siides. The angle of 
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rotation of the internai drift chamber barrel relative to the the external one has 
been optimized to maximize the acceptance of the system for negative pions of 
about 270 Me V /c coming from the target. 

The best improvements in terms of transparency has been obtained for the 
internai detector region where most part of the mechanical structure supporting 
the microstrip detectors has been suppressed. The remaining stainless steel pillars 
connecting the two side flasks are seen in Fig.5, where the centrai region cross 
section is shown. The silicon microstrip modules, whose number has increased 
from six to eight in the internai ring and from eight to ten in the external one, 
due to geometrie constraints around the beam pipe, are now supported only by 
very thin lateral plastic beams. 

With the more realistic structure of detectors and supports described in the 
Monte Carlo program, the trigger efficiency and the apparatus acceptance have 
been estimated by simulation. 

1.2 Spectrometer acceptance and momentum resolution 

The acceptance of the spectrometer has been evaluated for particles coming 
from hypernucleus formation and decay and from K+ decay. As mentioned before, 
the design of the apparatus has been optimized to improve the acceptance for 
71"- of 270 Me V/ c momentum; protons of 417 Me V/ c, typical momentum for the 
particles emitted by non-mesonic proton-neutron decay, and p+ of 236 Me V /c 
originating from K+ decay at rest, have been considered too. 

The particles have been generated from a ideai cylindrical surface with radius 
of 7.5 cm and length 15.0 cm placed around the polyhedral target. The direction 
of each track is extracted randomly over the solid angle. The track enters the 
acceptance of the spectrometer when it deposits four hits in the four detector 
layers. 

In Table 1.1 the results for the particle acceptances are resumed; they are 
compared with the geometrie acceptance of the apparatus, which is evaluated 
counting the number of particles which hit the first straw tube layer in the absence 
the two drift chamber barrels. If one request that the particle also hits the 
external scintillator barrel, the acceptance decreases to 40%, 29% and 21% for 
pions, protons and muons respectively, owing to the reduced solid angle covered 
and to the curvature of the trajectories. It is worth recalling that, for unstable 
particles, the acceptance is reduced also by the decay in flight, that, for 71"- of 
270 Me V /c, amounts to around 10%. 

It appears from the Table that the final geometrie design of the spectrometer 
maximizes the acceptance for negative pions whereas positive particles, in partic
ular very curved p+, are intercepted by the structural supports of the chambers 
to a greater extent. 

Concerning the momentum resolution, as mentioned in the FINUDA Techni
cal Report, with the assumed spatial resolutions of the different detectors and the 
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Table 1.1: Acceptances for different particles evaluated for the full apparatus and 
for the stra w tu bes only (geometrica! acceptance) 

Parti cles Full apparatus Geometrie 
acceptance 

7r 270 MeV /c (45±1)% (54±1)% 
p 417 MeV/c (32±1)% (60±1)% 
p.+ 236 MeV /c (31±1)% (53±1)% 

Table 1.2: Momentum resolution of the spectrometer for different particles 

Parti cles 

7r 270 Me V jc 
p 417 MeV/c 
p.+ 236 Me V /c 

Momentum resolution 
"forward particles" 

0.28% 
0.79% 
0.24% 

minimum amount of materials interposed along the particle paths, the resolution 
in momentum is dominated by the multiple scattering. Therefore, it will not be 
criticai under possible worsening spatial resolutions of the detectors. The radia
tion length of the complete tracking volume is less than 170,000 cm (it would be 
570,000 cm for pure helium and 30,400 cm for air), the radiai dimension of the 
spectrometer is around 102 cm and the value of the homogeneous magnetic field 
is 1.1 Tesla. The momentum resolutions for different particles calculated with a 
Monte Carlo simulation are resumed in Tab. 1.2; they are estimated from the 
width of the reconstructed momentum distribution for "forward particles". 

The Table shows that, in the final apparatus design, the expected momentum 
resolution for negative pions is slightly worse than the one estimated in the Tech
nical Report for the previous apparatus configuration. This slight worsening of 
the resolution is caused by the decrease of the size of the spectrometer due to the 
change in the geometry of the internai detector region and to the increase of the 
radius of the straw tubes. Nevertheless, this momentum resolution stili largely 
fulfills the goal of the experiment, whose main aim is to perform with an energy 
resolution of ~ 0.7 MeV, a factor ~ 4 better than the best present experiment[3] 
in the field. 

In Fig. 6 the spectrum of the reconstructed momentum of a 71"- of 270 Me V/ c 
coming from the formation of an hypernucleus in a cf> ~ K+ K- event is shown. 
The peak at around 270 MeV jc is due to pions which enter the spectrometer 
without crossing the structures of the internai detector region whereas the other 
peaks at lower energy are due to pions which cross one or more layers of these 
structures. The momentum resolution of the peak is of the order of 0.3% which 
can be improved, as illustrated in the Technical Report, by correction of the 
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energy lost by the 71"- crossing the very thin target volume. 

1.3 Trigger eflìciency and rejection and trigger rates 

The trigger strategy for the selection of hypernucleus formation events against 
the background, is based, as mentioned in the Technical Report, on three main 
requests concerning the topology of the decay products of the c/J, the energy release 
of these products in the tofino slabs and a time coincidence between the internai 
and external scintillator barrels. 

The first two conditions are verified on the internai scintillator barrel, where 
an "extended" back to back topology is demanded ( coincidence of one slab with 
one of the three in front of i t), as well as a condition of energy lost above a fixed 
threshold in at least two slabs. The latter condition results the most powerful 
in accepting /{+I<- decay events and rejecting the background ones. In fact the 
energy release of the slow kaons inside the tofino slabs, 2 mm thick, is severa! 
time greater than the minimum ionizing particles of the concurrent reactions. 

The last condition demands for a time coincidence between the hits in the 
tofino back to back slabs and the first slab hit by a particle in the external scin
tillator barrel. The time coincidence requests a delay of not more than 10 ns 
between the two barrels. This conditions selects the events where a particle has 
crossed the spectrometer and in particular the fast pions coming from hypernu
cleus formation. On the contrary most of the p+ coming from the /{+ decay and 
crossing the apparatus are rejected, since they are delayed by the /{+ mean life 
which is about 12 ns. 

In Tab. 1.3 the trigger efficiency for events where the cfJ decays into /{+I<- is 
shown; it is worth recalling that, in the simulated events, each time the I<- stops 
inside the target it is assumed that an hypernucleus is formed with the emission 
of a prompt pion of 270 MeV /c. Then, with a mean life time of about 0.300 ns, 
a non-mesonic hypernuclear decay is simulated, where a neutron and a proton 
of 417 Me V /c momentum are emitted. On the other hand the /{+, in flight or 
stopping in materials, decays with its proper lifetime. 

In Tab. 1.3 the fraction of events satisfying the different trigger conditions is 
shown; the three mentioned conditions are simultaneously satisfied by 39% of the 
events, which gives the trigger efficiency for hypernucleus formation events. The 
inefficiency of the trigger strategy is due mostly to the angular acceptance of the 
71"- relative to the external scintillator barrel and, to a lesser extent, to angular 
acceptance of the /{+I<- and to kaon decay in flight. 

In the 29% of the events, out of the 39% triggered, the 71"- produced by the 
hypernucleus formation hits the four detector layers ("useful events"). In the 
other events, either the 71"- has crossed one of the non sensitive volumes of the 
detectors, or the time coincidence on the external barrel has been given by a p+ 
from /{+ decay or by the conversion of a gamma ray. 

Finally, about half of the 29% "useful events" have "forward pions" (pions 
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that have entered the spectrometer without crossing the target or the structure 
of the interaction region), and can be used for high resolution hypernuclear spec
troscopy. 

It is worth remarking that the final configuration of the apparatus has im
proved the percentage of "useful events" from the 25% evaluated in the Technical 
Report to 29%, while keeping the total trigger efficiency to around the 40%. This 
is due to the greater transparency of the internai detector region, which makes 
the "Back to Back + Energy Threshold" percentage increase from 75% to 80%, 
and the optimization of the apparatus geometry for negative pion trajectories. 

In Tab. 1.4 the trigger rejection powers of the most important background 
processes are reported. Several reactions compete with the J<+ K- production 
from 4> decay; indeed, in the angular range covered by the tofino scintillators, 
the rate of the Bhabha scattering events is expected to be of the same order of 
magnitude than 4> ---t J<+ K- decays, whereas other 4> decays have comparable 
but smaller frequency. Nevertheless, the trigger strategy and, in particular, the 
energy threshold condition, give rise to an efficient rejection of these background 
events. 

For the evaluation of the total trigger rate it is important to consider those 
events in which the K- stops inside the target without formation of the hypernu
cleus. The trigger conditions can be satisfied by such events, since the fast time 
coincidence on the external scintillator barrel can be given both by the negative 
pion, which is emitted in the K- interaction on a wide momentum spectrum (see 
Fig. 1.1 of the Technical Report), or by the J.L+ from the J<+ decay. Fortunately 
most of the spectrum of the emitted 1r- is at momenta lower than 180 MeV /c 
and does not enter in the external barrel acceptance. These events, selected by 
the trigger, can give origin to an important source of background, since they are 
typically 103 times more frequent than the hypernucleus formation events. 

In Tab. 1.5 the expected trigger rates for hypernucleus formation events and 
main background processes are given for a luminosity L = 1032cm-2 s- 1

• As an 
example let us calculate the rate for hypernucleus formation events. At the given 
luminosity we expect ~ 440 q:,s- 1 and then, taking into account the Branching Ra
tio of the 4> into J<+ K-, about 216 J<+ K- s-1 ; the rate of hypernucleus formation 
is about 10-3 K;topped and the trigger efficiency for events where the hypernucleus 
is formed, when the K- stops inside the target, is 39%. The product of ali these 
factors give a trigger rate of about 0.1 Hz. Finally, ;~~ = 74% of these events are 
"useful events" and about half of them have "forward pions", which are useful 
for high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy. 

1.4 Pattern Recognition Efficiency 

Since the qualitative features of the final design of the apparatus remain 
essentially unchanged, the strategy of the Pattern Recognition process of the ap
paratus signals and its performances remain the same as those described in the 
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Table 1.3: Trigger efficiency for hypernucleus formation events. Percentages are 
relative to all generated events. 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Back to back 
Energy threshold 
B.t.B * Energy 
Time coincidence 
TRIGGER 
Four hits 
TRIGGER + 4 hits 

(89.3.±1.3)% 
(81.2±1.3)% 
(80.6±1.3)% 
( 46.2±1.0)% 
(38.6±1.0)% 
(36.0±0.9)% 
(29.4±0.8)% 

Table 1.4: Trigger rejection powers for background processed. Percentages are 
relative to all generated events. 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Bhabha scattering 
</>--+ KsKL 
4>--+ p7r 
</>--+ 7r+7r-7ro 

K- interaction without hypernucleus formation 

< 10 2% 
(3 ± 1)10-2 % 
(4 ± 1)10-2 % 

w-2% 
(7.3±0.5)% 

Table 1.5: Trigger rates at luminosity L= 1032cm-2 s-1 • 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Hypernucleus formation 
Bhabha scattering 
</>--+ KsKL 
4>--+ p7r 
</>--+ 7r+7r-7ro 

K- interaction without hypernucleus formation 

6 

< 4.10 2 Hz 
~5·10-2Hz 
~2. .• 10-2 Hz 
~10-3Hz 

15Hz 



Technical Report. Work is in progress to perform a more accurate simulation 
of the response of the different detectors, based on experimental tests on proto
types. This simulation would allow, in a short t ime, to perform a more realisti c 
estimation of the efficiency of Pattern Recognition and Track Fitting procedures. 
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CERN 7.5.95 

Caro Calvetti, mi scuso se non mi sono ancora fatto vivo, ma ho avuto un 
periodo denso di lezioni ed esami (fortunatamente le elezioni a Cremona sono 
anelate bene. . . per me). 

Rispondo quindi con un certo ritardo acl alcuni quesiti che lei mi aveva posto 
circa il traccia.mento dei [{ dal decadimento della <P in FINUDA, approfittandone 
per studiare più nel dettaglio, come era già mia intenzione, l'efficienza del pro
cesso di ricostruzione del vertice. Stiamo infatti, in questo momento, scrivendo 
l 'algoritmo definitivo per tale processo. 

Una questione da. lei posta riguardava la dispersione per scattering multiplo 
e perdita di energia dei /\.-- che si arrestano nel bersaglio. 

Figura l: vista. frontale clell 'attuale configurazione della regione centrale 
dell'apparato 

Abbiamo simulato delle popolazioni eli /\.-- di impulso opportuno, ottenendo i 
seguenti risultati. 

Condizioni: • bersaglio a 2 m m di distanza da ISIM (Fig. l) 
• Impulso del l\.- a.l valore centrale della distribuzione 

l 
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• l\ originato sull'asse dell'apparato con {) = 90° 

Dispersione nella profondità del punto di arresto nel bersaglio a causa delle flut
tuazioni eli perdita di energia lungo il percorso: "' 100 J.lm FWHM (Fig. 2). 
Dispersione laterale del punto di stop complessiva (a partire dal centro dell' appa
rato)"' 1.3 rnm FWHM (Fig. 3). Va tuttavia ricordato che il passaggio delle trac
cia è registrato su ISIM immediatamente prima del bersaglio con una risoluzione 
migliore eli "' 50 J.l1n in sigma. 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

o o 0.01 0.02 0.03 

Figura 2: distribuzione della coordinata :r del punto eli arresto dei /{ [cm] 

• 1\.. originato sull'asse clell' apparato con i) = 50° 

In questo caso, a causa. del maggiore spessore dei materiali attraversati, del 
maggiore sviluppo geometrico della traccia e della. sua inclinazione rispetto al 
bersaglio, la dispersione longituclinale (para.llela all'asse del fascio) risulta essere 
maggiore, clell 'ordine eli 2.5 nun FWHM. Queste dispersioni sono quelle cumulate 
lungo tutto il percorso della traccia; i contributi relativi all'attraversamento eli 
ISI~11 (dove il/\·- arriva all'incirca con 10.9 l\Ie\1 di energia contro i 16.3 Afeli eli 
valore centra.le), al percorso ISIM-bersaglio ed al frenamento nel bersaglio, sono 
stati valutati separata.mente. 
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Figura 3: distribuzione della coordinata y (sinistra) e z (destra) del punto di 
arresto dei l\. [cm] 

• l\. originato prima di ISIM (T "" 10.91\;/ e li) con {) = 90° 

Dispersione in profondità per straggling: rv 50 J-lm FWHM 
Dispersione laterale per scattering multiplo: "" 300 J-lm FWHM 

• [{ originato prima di ISIM (T "" 8. 7 J\;f e li) con {) = 50° 

Dispersione in profondità. per straggling: rv 50 f..l1n FWHM 
Dispersione longitudinale per scattering multiplo: "" 600 ~tm FWHM 

Queste dispersioni laterali sono dovute all'ultimo tratto di percorso della traccia 
dopo ISIM. Esse possono essere ridotte avvicinando il più possibile il bersaglio 
alla superficie di ISIM. 

Con il bersaglio aderente a.lla superficie della ~tstrip (Fig. 4) si ottiene: 

• K originato prima di ISIM (T rv 10.91\;lell) con{)= 90° 

Dispersione laterale per scattering multiplo: "" 130 J-lm FWHM 
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Figura. 4: vista frontale della possibile configurazione della regwne centrale 
dell'apparato 

• A" originato prima. di I SilVI (T "' 8. 71\I e V) con iJ = 50° 

Dispersione longitudina.le per scattering multiplo: "' 90 t-tm F\tVHM. Il va.lore 
inferiore della. dispersione longitudina.le rispetto al caso precedente e ' da attribuire 
al minore range residuo della particella. 

Considerato il sensibile miglioramento nella dispersione si cercherà eli realizzare 
il massimo avvicinamento del bersaglio acl ISIM, in dipendenza dalla. natura. del 
materiale costituente i bersaglio stesso. 

Va. comunque precisato che la. risoluzione fina.le sull'indiviclua.zione del vertice 
dipenderà anche dalla. precisione di ricostruzione della traiettoria del [\.-+h·- a 
partire dai due punti misurati su ISIM. Stiamo, in questo momento, valutando 
le prestazioni dell'algoritmo finale adottato. 

Un altro elemento importante, che influenza la dispersione dei vertici di arresto 
dei ka.oni , è la fluttuazione del valore dell 'impulso del [{ generato dal decadi
mento della. 4J. Tale fluttuazione è originata. dalla. convoluzione della larghezza. 
intrinseca. della. 4J con la. dispersione della. energia. eli centro di massa. dovuta. ai 
fenomeni ra.cliativi nella collisione. Secondo l'algoritmo di calcolo di tale disper-
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sione, sviluppato dalla collaborazione KLOE, la larghezza indotta sull'impulso 
del kaone emesso è di 3.3 !vfeV/c F\NH:M su 126.8 !vfeVjc di impulso centrale. 

Questa fluttuazione di impulso determina. un 'ulteriore dispersione in profondità. 
della distribuzione di arresto, che si allarga a ,....., 250 flTn FWHM, mentre non 
influenza apprezzabilmente la dispersione laterale dovuta allo scattering multiplo. 

Stiamo attualmente completando e collaudando una procedura definitiva di in
dividuazione del vertice eli arresto del kaone nella geometria finale della regione 
interna di rivelatori. Essa permetterà di apportare, all'impulso del pione misu
rato nello spettrometro, la correzione per l'attraversamento del bersaglio. Oltre 
che sulla stima della posizione di arresto del kaone la procedura. si basa sulla 
estrapolazione della traccia del pione verso la superficie del bersaglio. Tale estra
polazione può essere fatta, grazie alla precisione nella misura della traiettoria, 
con una precisione sul punto estrapolato dell'ordine di 100 fl11L 

Non appena i risultati del collaudo di questo processo saranno disponibili 
provvederò a farglieli pervenire. 
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Cordiali saluti 

Aldo Zenoni 
Alessandro Feliciello 





PROGRESS REPORT ON THE FINUDA OFFLINE SOFTWARE 

Monte Carlo simulation 
The study of the performances and the optimization of the design of the me

chanical structure of the apparatus, in terms of acceptance and of momentum 
resolution, has been completed. Trigger efficiency and background contamina
tion for the different concurrent reactions have been studied and work is stili in 
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progress for the optimization of the trigger rejection, in particular for the Bhabha O.\-d lf>o.J,ek 
events. 

The possible application of the FINUDA apparatus to the investigation of the 
Kaon-Nucleon scattering has been studied too. It involves some changes of the 
apparatus and will be a possible physical aim for a second stage of the experi
mental activity. A detailed proposal concerning this subject will be presented in 
the future. 

Most of the work concerning the apparatus simulation has been devoted to 
the simulation of the behaviour and the response of the different detectors. A 
particular attention has been dedicateci to the study of the silicon microstrips, 
since the performances requested to this device, in the FINUDA experiment, 
result to be more severe that in the applications to other experiments. In fact, 
the silicon microstrips in FINUDA have to detect both minimum ionizing and 
highly ionizing particles and have to allow the recognition of the crossing points 
of their trajectories without the support of redundant information from other 
detectors; moreover, they have to accurately measure the specific energy loss of 
the different tracks for recognizing the minimum ionizing particles from highly 
ionizing slow ones. 

The simulation of the signals produced by the silicon microstrips has been 
clone starting from an accurate description of the energy loss in silicon. Each track 
element in the silicon volume is subdived into a number of small track elements. 
The length of the elementary track element is 10 pm. The energy released by 
each elementary track element is determined as a Landau distribution, computed 
by an algorithm developed by the ALEPH Collaboration. It is a modification of 
the GEANT routine GLANDZ adapted to accurately reproduce the experimental 
data. It has been tested by the ALEPH group for minimum ionizing particles and 
it works well. The behavior for highly ionizing slow particles has to be checked. 
Tests on prototypes are foreseen in November 95 at TRIUMF. 

The ionization charge associateci to the energy released by each elementary 
track element is distribuiteci between the interested strips following a gaussian 
function, with a standard deviation depending on the position of the small track 
element an d o n the physical parameters of the detector ( the effects of the mag
netic field have to be included). The signal detected by the amplifiers (positioned 
every 2 strips) is a fraction of the charge collected by the strips connected to the 
amplifiers an d a fraction of the charge collected by neighbouring strips ( these 



fractions must be determined). The simulation of the electronic noise is imple
mented too. It is distribuiteci according to a gaussian function with a standard 
deviation (not yet determined) given by the equivalent noise charge (ENC) of the 
detector-amplifier system. 

Concerning the drift chambers, the electric and drift time structure of the cell 
have been largely studied and optimized accounting for the magnetic field and 
the specific gas mixture utilized; the drift cell simulation program GARFIELD 
has been used for accomplishing this task. Extended tests of the drift chamber 
prototype with a pion beam have been performed and will allow the reliability of 
these simulations to be verified. The mapping of the drift cell, in terms of space 
drift time relationship and the experimental results for what concerns the time 
resolution of the chamber at different track incident angles, will be inserted in 
the Monte Carlo program in order to reproduce, as realistically as possible, the 
response of the chamber. The work is in progress. 

The simulation of the digitized signals from the different detectors finalized 
to the accurate reproduction of the structure of the event ( the Raw Data Tape) 
is in progress too, in dose collaboration with the ONLINE group. 

Reconstruction algorithms 
After having determined the final geometry of the interaction zone, the vertex 

reconstruction algorithm has been developed and tested in its final version. It 
makes use, for the estimation of the stopping points of the [{- and J<+ inside the 
target, of the tracking package GEANE, which accounts, in a accurate way, of 
the geometry of the detectors and mechanical supports, of the magnetic field and 
of the average energy loss of the particles. In the reconstruction algorithm first 
the approximate trajectory of the J<+, I<- beam is evaluated interpolating the 
crossing points of the J(+ and g- in ISIM with a helix; then, with the GEANE 
tracking package, the average path of the Kaon is tracked starting from the 
estimateci vertex position and direction, until the stop of the tracks in the target. 
As a result the penetration depth of the Kaon in the target can be evaluated. 

Finally this penetration depth is used to determine the stopping point of the 
Kaon in the approximate helical trajectory which intersects the ISIM crossing 
points. Owing to the very low energy of the stopping Kaons, the effect of the 
multiple scattering in the final part of the trajectory is relevant; however, thank 
to the short path from the ISIM detector to the target, the g+ and g- stopping 
points can be determined with a spatial resolution of about 600 J-Lm along the 
target length an d width an d }50 f.-l in target depth. 

U sing the information on the [{- stopping poi n t an d the extrapolation of 
the 1r- trajectory on the target surface, the measured momentum of the 7r

can be corrected for the energy lost by the pion in crossing the target material. 
The results from the Monte Carlo simulation show that, with this correction of 
the measured momentum, the design resolution of the spectrometer can be fully 
exploited. 
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Concerning the reconstruction algorithms of the different detectors, they are 
being designed and implemented. For the silicon microstrips, the cluster-finding 
algorithms will be clone following the Monte Carlo results (in particular depending 
from the signal-noise ratio an d the geometry of the tracks). For w ha t concerns the 
position-finding algorithm, the use of the "centre of gravity method" is foreseen. 
If needed different algorithms, selected in dependence of the inclinations of the 
tracks, can be implemented in order to increase the spatial resolution. 

For the drift chamber reconstruction, the proper time vs space relationships 
for different angle of incidence have been obtained from the GARFIELD simu
lation program. They can easily be inserted in the reconstruction program to 
convert the drift time in spatial crossing positions. 

Finally, concerning the track fitting algorithm, a relevant improvement of the 
present one is under test. In fact the present algorithm provides the fit, with a 
spline algorithm, of the spatial information obtained from the OSIM detector, 
the Drift Chambers and the longitudinal straw tubes; the stereo straw tubes are 
only utilized for the determination of the zeta coordinate of the track trajectory 
at the longitudinal straw tube radius. 

However, most of the spatial information carried by the stereo straw tubes is 
stili in the (p</>) plane, where the curvature of the track develops and where the 
information about the track momentum is available. Moreover, the stereo straw 
tubes are placed at a radius greater than the longitudinal ones. Consequently, 
if the stereo straw tubes could be inserted in the fitting procedure too, the mo
mentum resolution of the track should be sensibly improved; very optimistically 
it could be improved by the square of the ratio between the radius of the stereo 
straw tubes and the longitudinal ones which is about 1.4. 

For this reason, a new fitting algorithm is being implemented, where the 
trajectory of the rr- track through full apparatus set-up is calculated with a 
Runge-Kutta method, accounting for the energy loss in the different volumes. 
This tentati ve trajectory is compared with the crossing points (or distances from 
wires) of the track in the different detectors an d an estimator of the agreement is 
evaluated. Minimizing this estimator, the best fitting of the track trajectory in
side the full apparatus can be obtained; in the fitting procedure a careful account 
for the deviations due to detector spatial resolution and multiple scattering has 
to be applied. The work on this new fitting procedure is in progress. 
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Brescia, 10/4/96 

Short summary of the present status of the FINUDA off-line software 

The off-line software of the FINUDA experiment is, at present, composed 
of two main parts : 

• The Monte Carlo simulation of the apparatus based on GEANT3 
package. In this program the mechanical and physical structure of 
the apparatus and of all the detectors is described in proper detail and 
different event generators are available for simulating hypernuclear 
events, physical background and machine background. 

In the present version of the Monte Carlo, the expected resolutions of 
the · detectors have been simply simulated as smearings of the 
geometrica! hits, the crossing times and the deposited energies. 

The program has been largely utilised for the design of the apparatus 
and for the evaluation of its performances. 

• The Reconstruction Program, which accepts in input the smeared hits 
and the information on the geometrica! structure of the apparatus 
from the Monte Carlo program and performs the reconstruction of the 
events and the visualisation of the results. 
The Reconstruction Program works through different phases : 

The decoding of the simulated RDT in a input data structure based 
on ZEBRA data banks. 
The local Pattern Recognition of the detectors for which a 
preliminary analysis of the raw information is needed. The Pattern 
Recognition of the straw tube arrays is already written and 
working; it clusters together the fired tubes corresponding to the 
same track and performs an estimation of the zeta coordinate of the 
crossing of the track in the first layer of straw tubes (longitudinal 
straws). 

The resolution on the zeta coordinate obtained with this method 
is of the order of cr=l.5 cm; the efficiency for correct clustering of the 
tubes and reconstruction of the zeta coordinate is better than 85%. 

The Pattern Recognition of the silicon microstrip detectors is in 
progress (see below). The other detectors do not need a local Pattern 
Recognition. 
the Generai Pattern Recognition of the event; it is performed 
through different successive tasks : (l) reconstruction of the K+K
beam basing on the hits in the TOFINO slabs and the hits on the 
silicon microstrips (dE/dX and particle recognition in the 
microstrips are needed); (2) reconstruction of the points of 
interaction of the kaons inside the target (vertices) by extrapolation 
of the beam trajectory (the GEANE package is used, in order to 
account for the energy loss in the materials); (3) Pattern 
Recognition of the curved tracks leaving the vertices and crossing 
four detector layers: OSIM, the two drift chambers and the 
longitudinal straw tube arrays. Short tracks crossing only the first 
three detectors are recognised as well. 

l 
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An output data structure in form of ZEBRA banks is produced 
and contains the logical correlations of the geometrica! hits and the 
event structure found by the Pattern Recognition. 
The fitting of the tracks by means of a helix fit or a spline algorithm. 
These two algorithms need in input the (x,y,z) coordinates of spatial 
points. The geometrica! information used is : the crossing point 
coordinates in OSIM (x,y,z with high spatial resolution); the 
crossing points in the drift chambers, where the left-right 
ambiguity is solved by the doublet of sense wires (x,y with high 
spatial resolution and z with a looser one - cr=l or 2 cm); x and y 
crossing point coordinates (distance to the wires) of the first layer of 
straw tubes; for these detectors the left-right ambiguity has to be 
solved by the local Pattern Recognition. 

A first approximation of the z coordinate of the track at the first 
layer of straw tubes is given by the straw tube local Pattern 
Recognition. A better estimation of this coordinate is found with the 
following procedure. 

First a helix trajectory starting at the estimated crossing point of 
the track at the first layer of straw tubes, with the same <1> and e 
angles and the same projected curvature of the track fitted in first 
approximation, is considered. Then, the z coordinate of the crossing 
point is adjusted in order to minimise the differences between the 
estimated distances to the wires and the measured ones. An 
iterative procedure is adopted to improve the result. The resolution 
on the z coordinate that can be obtained with this method is of the 
order of cr= l m m. 

The need of using separate procedures for straw tubes and other 
detectors, in order to fit the track through the full apparatus, 
originates from the fact that a straw tube provide, as spatial 
information, the distance to a wire and not a spatial point. For this 
reason this information cannot be inserted directly in a fitting 
procedure using a helix fit or a spline method. Alternatively, in 
order to fit the spatial information from all the detectors at the same 
time, a numerica! fitting procedure is needed (see below). 
The result of the analysis (and the input from the Monte Carlo) can 
be visualised by an Event Display inserted in the Reconstruction 
Program. The Program, in fact, can be run both interactively for 
event debugging and in batch for event processing. The final results 
(the DST) are written on tape in the form ofZEBRA data structures. 

• The expected performances of the apparatus concerning the resolution 
on momentum and hypernuclear lifetime and the efficiencies for 
trigger, background rejection and event reconstruction, have been 
estimated with the Monte Carlo and have been presented in the 
FINUDA Technical Report and other Status Reports of the experiment. 

Progress in the FINUDA offline software 

In the developing the FINUDA offline software, the recent effort has been 
mainly devoted to two main tasks : 
l) The simulation of the analogica! response of the detectors and the 

corresponding reconstruction algorithms. 
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2) A numerica! method of track fitting using a Runge-Kutta numerica! 
integration of the track trajectory. 

Additionally, the existing software has been transported and is now 
working on the Unix operating system, which will be largely used in the 
on-line and off-line processing computers. Moreover, the choice of the 
generai data base tool mini SQL has been made, and the geometrica! data 
of the different detectors, in particular the straw tube ones, are being 
inserted at present. 

• Simulation/reconstruction of the detectors. The work has been mostly 
concentrated on the silicon microstrip detector. For these detectors a 
local Pattern Recognition is needed for the reconstruction of the 
detector information and the ability in exploiting its particle 
recognition capability is crucial for the global Event Reconstruction. 

The analogica! signal expected from the detectors has been 
simulated as follows, along the same lines followed by the Aleph 
Collaboration. First, by means of the GEANT tracking system, thè 
particles of the generated events are tracked through the active 
detector volume in very small steps and, at each step, the energy 
deposition is calculated. 

At present, provisionally, the Landau distribution has been 
utilised, just to develop the basic reconstruction algorithms. 
Experimental data from tests on the detectors are waited, especially for 
what concerns the highly ionising particles, since the saturation 
characteristics of the detectors and of their amplification chains are 
not well known. The data available from other experiments concern 
exclusively minimum ionising particles, while one of the major tasks 
of these detectors, in the FINUDA context, is the recognition of highly 
ionising slow kaons. 

In a second time, the charge created by ionisation in the different 
positions inside the detector active volume, are projected onto the 
system of strips with a gaussian distribution whose width depends on 
the diffusion coefficient D=35.1 cm2 l s for electrons and D=l2.5 cm2 l s 
for holes (see Fig. l , <j> side). 

Finally the charge collected on the amplified strips is calculated, 
accounting also for the charge induced by the adjacent non amplified 
strips. This is done both for the <P and z sides of each microstrip 
moduie. Ali the active strips of the two sides in all the modules are 
numbered and correctly positioned in the space, therefore each signal 
can be put in correspondence to a precise spatiai position in the 
reconstruction phase. 

The detector noise has been accounted for by injecting in each strip, 
randomly, a gaussian noise of nominai value. This nominai noise can 
be caicuiated as a function of the detector thickness, the condition of 
polarisation and the amplification chain characteristics. For 
minimum ionising particles crossing orthogonally the detector 
module, this results in a signai to noise ratio of around 40. In Fig. 2 the 
signai induced on the <j> side strips by an orthogonal reiativistic pion is 
seen. 

The values of the charge collected by all the active strips are 
transferred to the reconstruction algorithm; the aigorithm works out 
the information in four successive steps : (l) finding of the strip 
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clusters on the <1> and z sides of each module; (2) association of the 
clusters, on the two sides of a module, which correspond to the 
crossing of the same track; (3) reconstruction of the spatial coordinates 
of a hit; (4) particle recognition by dE/ciX and by cluster characteristics. 

The cluster finding algorithm has been already written and tested 
and it seems to work with high efficiency in the simulated condition of 
noise and event topology. Fig. 3 shows the number of clusters per event 
(on the <1> side), when hypernuclear events are generateci; the average 
number of clusters per event is around 6; 0.5 per module in ISIM and 
0.2 per module in OSIM. In Fig. 4 a) and b) the difference between the 
number of generateci clusters on a module and the number of 
reconstructed ones is shown, for the <1> and z sides respectively. 

The negative channels indicate spurious clusters, which are 
generateci by the physical noise of spiralizing tracks hitting many 
contiguous strips in the same module. This type of events is, in any 
case, difficult to reconstruct. The positive channels indicate the 
number of lost clusters, which is not negligible (the total number of 
cluster is around 6000, the lost ones are around 500). 

However, an inspection of the characteristics of the lost clusters 
shows that they are mostly placed at the border of the sensitive area of 
the detectors, where a part of the ionisation is not collected. 
Additionally, some of the lost clusters correspond to ambiguities in the 
cluster finding algorithm occurring when two clusters are too close. 
Considering the high granularity of the detectors, these ambiguites 
can be avoided by a proper tuning of the parameters of the algorithm. 

The cluster association on the <1> and z sides is based on the fact that 
the positive and negative charge, deposited by the track in the sensitive 
volume of the microstrip, are totally collected by the strips on the two 
sides of the module, without multiplication or relevant recombination 
effects (in absence of saturation). Therefore, one may expect that the 
two clusters, generateci by the same track in the two sides of the 
module, have the same value of collected charge. 

In effect in Fig. 5, from experimental data of Aleph, the scatter plot 
of the charge collected on one side of a microstrip module versus the 
charge collected on the other side, for hits of the same minimum 
ionising track is shown. Fig. 6 the same scatter plot is shown, for the 
FINUDA microstrip detectors, for simulated hits in hypernuclear 
events. The deviations from a straight line, in the simulated scatter 
plot, are due only to the detector noise orto a loss of a part of the charge 
for clusters close to the border of the module. Considering that, in 
FINUDA, the particles generateci in hypernuclear events have very 
different specific energy loss, a good association of the clusters in the <1> 

and z sides should be possible. Ambiguities in the association can be 
generateci by a high level of noise or by a high number of hits on the 
same module. 

The reconstruction of the spatial coordina t es of the hits is 
performed by means of a weighted average of the strip positions inside 
the clusters. Simple and efficient algorithms for coordinate 
reconstruction have been developed by Aleph and can be adopted by 
FINUDA. The only relevant difference consists in the . fact that, in the 
FINUDA situation, the tracks may be very inclined and the number of 
strips in one cluster may be high. This may be a disadvantage from the 
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point of view of the determination of the spatial position but can be an 
advantage from the point of view of the Pattern Recognition and track 
identification. It is worth reminding that, in any case, the spatial 
resolution requests of FINUDA are less stringent than the spatial 
resolutions potentially reachable by the microstrip detectors. The code 
for the cluster association and point coordinate reconstruction has 
been already written and is currently under test. 

The particle identification in the microstrip detectors is of crucial 
importance for the global Event Reconstruction, since the starting 
point of the generai Pattern Recognition is the identification of the two 
hits generateci on ISIM by the slow kaons. This identification can, in 
principle, be easily performed basing on the high dE/d.X of the slow 
kaons relative to the minimum ionising particles (around 25 times 
larger) and by the cluster structure typical of the different particles. In 
fact, the kaons come from the axis of the apparatus and cross almost 
radially the ISIM microstrips, while the other particles are 
isotropically emitted from the target. 

In Fig. 7 a),b) the charge collected in the clusters fora population 
of kaons coming from the <P decay is shown, together with the 
distribution of the number of active strips hit on the <P side; in Fig. 8 
a),b) and Fig. 9 a),b) the same distributions are shown for protons and 
pions. It is evident the larger mean energy released by the kaons and 
the much lower multiplicity of its strip clusters. 

In Fig. 10 the ratio of the energy lost over the number of strips hit 
on the <P side is shown for the different particles; kaons appear clearly 
separated from pions and also from protons. Moreover, the cluster 
multiplicity can be used as well for particle recognition. The code 
needed to accomplish this task has already be written and is under 
test. 

Concerning the low mass drift chambers, the simulation of the 
drift cell by means of the GARFIELD package has already been 
performed and both the mapping of the cell and the space-time 
relationship have been calculated. They have to be checked 
experimentally in the proper magnetic field and introduced in the 
Reconstruction Program. 

Concerning the scintillators of the outer scintillator barrel 
(TOFONE), a number of experimental test have been performed to 
characterise the efficiency of all detectors and their time and energy 
resolutions. The results of these tests are being analysed at present 
and will provide the proper resolution and efficiency functions to be 
inserted in the Monte Carlo simulation and in the Reconstruction 
Program. 

In particular, a calibration experiment was performed in 
TRIUMF, Vancouver, to measure the neutron detection efficiency of 
the TOFONE scintillators for neutrons of energy from 20 to 70 MeV, 
coming from a source-detector geometry similar to that of FINUDA. 

A negative pion beam was stopped in a polietilene target and the 

two neutrons coming from the 7C+12c reaction were detected in two 
scintillator slabs placed in opposite sides, in coincidence with the 
trigger given by a pion stopping in the beam telescope. Data analysis is 
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in progress and the neutron response function at various energies 
have already been extracted from single counting, for selected neutron 
energies and impact positions on the long detectors . In the meantime a 
complete simulation of the experimental set up is being performed by 
means of GEANT; in this simulation the amplitude resolution and the 
attenuation data versus flashing position, obtained with a reference 
moving scintillator tracked with cosmic rays, have been implemented. 
As a result of the comparison of the simulated neutron response 
functions with the experimental ones, the neutron detection efficiency 
will be deduced. 

From this analysis the neutron detection efficiency versus energy, 
threshold and position will be extracted, in order to obtain a lookup 
table for the FINUDA data analysis. 

The neutron coincidences between the two TOFONE elements of the 
calibration experiment will be furtherly analysed to. obtain a second 
evaluation of the neutron detection efficiency. In this case the 

normalisation will be deduced from the known quasi-deuteron 7t

interaction mechanism. If the reaction description and the collected 
statistics will be satisfactory, the extracted data will support, at a very 
high level of confidence, the data extracted from single counting. 

Neither the low mass drift chambers nor the scintillator barrels 
TOFINO and TOFONE need a local Pattern Recognition procedure. 

• N umerical method for track fitting. As stated before, the geometrica! 
information coming from the different arrays of detectors, in the 
FINUDA apparatus, cannot be fitted together with the same helix or 
spline fitting algorithm. In fact, while the OSIM detectors and the drift 
chambers provide the coordinate of a spatial crossing point x,y,z (z 
with loose resolution for the chambers), the straw tubes provide the 
distances to the wires at which the track is passed. The spatial 
information is a condition of tangency to cylinders in the space. 

For these reason different algorithms must be adopted for OSIM, 
drift chambers and longitudinal straws (spline) and for longitudinal 
and stereo straws (minimisation of distances to the wires of a helix 
trajectory) and the two algorithms must be matched by means of an 
iterative procedure. 

Alternatively, a fitting of the track trajectory by numerica! 
integration can be used; such a procedure should work along the 
following lines. First, approximated parameters of the track 
(momentum, e and <1> angles and coordinates of the starting point) 
must be provided to the algorithm. Then, using these first 
approximation parameters, the trajectory of the tentative track is 
calculated numerically through the apparatus, taking into account the 
inhomogeneous magnetic field, the geometrica! structure of the 
apparatus and detectors and the energy loss in the crossed materials. 

Geometrica! points along the trajectory, at the sensitive volumes of 
the detectors, are recorded; at the same points the covariance matrix of 
the errors on the coordinates generated by the multiple scattering 
along the tracking path, are calculated; this is the only way in which 
the deviations of the trajectory due to the multiple scattering can be 
accounted for . 
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Once the tentative track has been computed, an estimator of the 
goodness of the track trajectory can be calculated. For each measured 
position or distance, the square of the difference between the measured 
quantity (position or distance to a wire) and the corresponding quantity 
for the tentative track is calculated; then it is divided by the square of 
the expected spatial resolution of the detector plus the cumulated 
spatial variance due to the multiple scattering. The sum of these 
quantities, for each detector, provides an estimator of the closeness of 

the tentative track to the measured trajectory; essentially the x2 of the 
track. Finally, usual minimisation algorithm can be used to find the 
best agreement between the tentative track and the measured 
traj ectory. 

The method provides severa! advantages : (l) the information 
coming from ali the detectors is fitted within the same procedure and 
exploited at best; (2) in particular, the full spatial information from 
straw tubes is used, not only the one concerning the zeta coordinate of 
the track, but also the one in the (p,<j>) piane. The latter could improve, 
in principle, the resolution on the track momentum; (3) the numerica! 
algorithm accounts for the energy loss of the track, consequently the 
accuracy in the determination of the track momentum should be 
improved; (4) finally, the correct account for the errors due to the 
multiple scattering, which are dominant in the FINUDA case, should 

provide a statistica! significance to the calculated x2 of the track. 
The disadvantages of such a method are well known: the instability 

against bad starting point of the fitting (first approximation values of 
the parameters) and the need of a lot of computing time. Concerning 
this last point, it is worth mentioning that the computing time can be 
considerably reduced if the fitting procedure is adopted only to estimate 
some crucial track parameters, like the 8 angle, and not ali the 
parameter at the same time. 

A first version of numerica! fitting algorithm has already be 
developed; it is based on GEANE package as tracking package and 
error transport and, provisionally, on MINUIT as minimisation 
algorithm. In Fig. 11 a), b) the results for the fitting of a population of 
tracks of pions of 270 Me V/c, generated in the piane orthogonal to the 
beam axis is shown; in a) the spline algorithm is used with an error in 
the zeta coordinate at the first layer of longitudinal straws of cr=1,5 cm 
(the error from the local Pattern Recognition), in b) the numerica! 
fitting has been used with the full information from longitudinal and 
stereo straws. The starting values of the track parameters for the 
numerica! algorithm are obtained smearing the true values of the 
parameters with reasonable errors. Fig. 12 a) and b) show the 
distribution of the distances of the tentative track from the straw tube 
wires at the first cali of the minimisation algorithm and after the 
minimisation. 

The results for the reconstructed momentum using the two 
different algorithms are similar as expected; the non negligible 
number of events where the numerica! fitting has given a poor result 
are probably due to problems in the computation of the estimator that 
should be easily solved. On the other side, the mean value of the 
distribution of the momentum is correctly centred at 270 Me V/c for the 
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numerica! fitting which accounts for the energy loss of the particle, 
whereas it is underestimated for the spline fitting method. 

It is worth recalling that, when the tracks are in the plane 
orthogonal to the beam axis, the error in the zeta coordinate of the last 
point of the track does not affect significantly the resolution on the 
track momentum. On the contrary, it becomes important for inclined 
tracks: in Fig. 13 a) and b) the same picture as in Fig. 11 a),b) are 
shown for a population of pion tracks with e angle of 60°. The result for 
the spline algorithm is much worse, whereas the numerica! fitting 
method provides a constant resolution on the momentum. 

The work for the development of a numerica! track fitting 
procedure is stili in progress. 
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FINUDA STATUS REPORT October 96 : OFFLINE SOFTWARE 

The work on the offiine software for the FINUDA experiment has been carried 
on, in the last months, along the following lines : 

l) Exploit the graphic possibilities offered by the GEANT321 package, in order 
to improve the Event Display program for the online monitoring and for 
the offiine event analysis. This both on the Open VMS and Unix operating 
systems. -Examples of the quality of the graphics that has been obtaiRed 
with GEANT321 is showfl: ifl: Fig.l 4. 

2) Simulation of the response of the detectors , in particular the Low Mass 
Drift Chambers and the Straw Tubes, and reconstruction of the track hit 
coordinates starting from the digitized signals. 

3) Methods of global track fitting using the simulated response of the detectors , 
in particular use of the stereo ST for the accurate determination of the z 
coordinate in the ST detector. Backtracking of the particle trajectories to 
the points of interaction of the kaons in the target modules and correction 
of the measured momentum for energy loss in the crossed materials. 

4) Monte Carlo study of the possibility of the investigation of the I< - N 
interaction process in the FINUDA apparatus. 

Simulation of the response of the detectors. Concerning the item (2) both 
the responses of the LMDC and the ST have been simulated in the Monte Carlo 
program, accounting for the expected drift velocities and the structure of the 
drift cells. The simulated drift time for each struck cell has been digitized and 
written in the simulated Raw Data Tape. In Fig.5-11 examples are shown of the 
simulated signals in the frontal view of the apparatus. For the LMDC the signals 
are represented by the position of the hit sense wire and by the equidrift line 
on the correct side of the wire (the left/right ambiguity is solved by a doublet 
of adjacent wires ). For the ST the signals are represented by a circle ( equidrift 
line) in the struck tu bes, with a radius equal to the drift path corresponding to 
the measured drift time. For the stereo ST the signals are represented in the 
cross section at z = O; this is the reason why the equidrift lines of the stereo ST 
don't appear tangent to the track trajectory. This is also the means by which 
the z coordinate of the track, at the radius of the ST detector, can be accurately 
determined. 

For the ISIM/OSIM microstrip detectors the simulation of the response and 
the methods of local Pattern Recognition have already be studied and have stili 
to be inserted in the Generai Reconstruction Program. 

l 
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Track fitting methods. The item (3) is of the greatest importance, since the 
momentum resolution of the apparatus depends on the ability in exploiting the 
spatial information coming from the different detectors. We have investigated 
two methods. 

A numerica! integration of the track trajectory based on Runge-Kutta formu
las and accounting for the energy loss in the tracking volume (GEANE package), 
with minimization (MINUIT program) of the square differences between mea
sured drift radii around the LMDC and ST wires and the calculated distances 
between the track trajectory and the wires. This numerica! method has some 
advantages : 

(l) i t fully exploits the spatial information provi d ed by the stereo ST which 
is most in the x, y p lane, 

(2) it accounts for the energy loss in the tracking-volume; allowing the track 
momentum to be determined more accurately. The main disadvantage is the 
computing time needed; the algorithm that has been currently implemented gives 
good results, but requires tens of seconds per track on a Alpha Vax 250. This 
amount of computing time is evidently too large and studies are in progress to 
reduce it to acceptable values. 

A second iterative technique has been implemented. It is based on the itera
tion of two procedures : a fitting ( with a spline method) of the spatial information 
coming from the OSIM microstrip, the LMDC and the longitudinal ST and the 
correction of the z coordinate on the longitudinal ST by fitting the track extrap
olation on the stereo ST. This method has been found rather fast an d efficient 
and some results are shown in the following. 

Schematically the iterative fit procedure goes on along the following steps. 
(1) A first fit of the track trajectory is clone using the coordinates of the 

OSIM point, the first approximation of the points of crossing of the track on 
the sense wire planes in the LMDC an d the x, y coordinates of the wire of the 
first longitudinal ST hit by the track. An estimation of the corresponding z 
coordinate is obtained by the ST local Pattern Recognition with a resolution of 
2-3 cm. From this first fit an evaluation of the incident angle of the track on the 
LMDC and on the ST is obtained. 

(2) The left/right ambiguity on the first longitudinal ST hit by the track is 
solved using the multiple hits of the track on the longitudinal tubes or, in case 
of single hit, by comparing the x2 of the fit on stereo ST in both the left/right 
hypotheses. 

(3) The estimateci crossing points of the track on the wire plane of the cham
bers is corrected, accounting for the track incidence angle. 

( 4) The track trajectory is extrapolated with a helix in the stereo ST volume 
and a x2 is evaluated for the differences between the measured drift radii and 
the computed distances between the track trajectory and the wires. This x2 is 
minimized varying the value of the z coordinate of the extrapolated track at the 
radius of the longitudinal ST. 
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(5) A spline fitting is performed with the improved values of the coordinates 
of the track hits on the different detectors 

(6) Points (3), ( 4) , and (5) are repeated iteratively up to convergence. 

Backtracking towards the vertex. The fitting procedure determines the average 
momentum of the track in the tracking volume and its direction at the OSIM 
point. Using the geometrica! and physical information about the structure of 
the apparatus described in the FINUDA Monte Carlo program and the GEANE 
package, the trajectory is backtracked towards the target module where the vertex 
was found . The procedure allows the recognition of whether the track is either a 
"forward" or a "backward" one and allows the correction of the momentum of the 
track for energy loss in the materials and of the track direction for curvature. At 
the end of the procedure the best estimate of the track momentum is obtained, 
together with some estimators of the track quality ( distance to the vertex, angle 
of incidence on the target , amount of target material crossed). 

Results of fitting and backtracking procedures. A population of tracks of 7!"- of 
270 M e V/ c momentum, starting from points inside the target modules , has been 
simulated by the FINUDA simulation program, with the following localization 
errors on the different detectors : (1) 50 f-Lm for the OSIM modules , (2) 150 f-Lm 
average error across the drift cell of the chambers and 1.5 - 2.0 cm along the z 
coordinate, (3) 100 f-Lm along the radial direction for the longitudinal and stereo 
ST. In Fig.12-21 the results of the momentum reconstruction obtained by the 
procedures illustrateci above are shown. 

Fig.12 shows the raw reconstructed spectrum is shown; it has been obtained 
in the hypothesis of using only a raw evaluation of the z coordinate on the lon
gitudinal ST (2.0 cm) from the ST local Pattern Recognition. The two peaks 
corresponding to the "forward" and "backward" tracks are seen with rough res
olution. Fig.13 shows the sai:ne spectrum with the z coordinate at longitudinal 
ST determined by means of the fitting of the track extrapolation on the stereo 
ST. The momentum resolution appears clearly improved; in particular, in Fig.14, 
the difference between the "true" Monte Carlo value of the z coordinate and its 
reconstructed value shows that the latter can be determined with a resolution of 
600 f-Lm. 

Fig.15 shows the momentum spectrum when the correction for energy loss 
in the material crossed along the particle path between the target and OSIM is 
applied. The peak at lower energy, produced by "backward" pions, disappears 
under the peak ofthe "forward"ones. In Fig.16 the additional correction for target 
crossing is applied and the peak shrinks furtherly. The resulting resolution for 
the full population of tracks ( "forward" plus "backward") is seen in Fig.17 an d 
amounts to 0.33% FWHM. 

Obviously the momentum resolution must be smaller for the "forward" tracks, 
since the "backward" ones crosses a larger amount of material and their momen-
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tum is spread by the fiuctuation in energy loss, that cannot be corrected for. 
Indeed, in Fig.18, the peak for "forward" tracks shows a momentum resolution 
of 0.28% FWHM; the peak of the "backward" ones is shown in Fig.19; their 
momentum resolution is not less than 0.47%, which is not enough for high res
olution hypernuclear spectroscopy, but can be enough for the recognition of the 
hypernuclear ground state in studying the hypernuclear decays. 

Moreover, with further cuts on track quality, the momentum resolution for 
"forward" tracks can be improved: for example in Fig.20-22 the peak for "for
ward" tracks is shown with successive cuts on the track incidence angle on the 
target: 80, 60 and 30 degrees. The ultimate momentum resolution for "forward" 
tracks can be of the order of 0.26% FWHM. 

The iterative algorithm for track fitting in the FINUDA apparatus and of 
backtraking towards the vertex looks efficient an d veri economie too: the average 
time for track fi.tting and backtraking for one track results of about 220 ms per 
track on a VAXstation 4000/90. 
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l FINUDA offline software status report - 10.6.97 

The work on the FINUDA offiine software has progressed along three main lines : 

l. Completion of the simulation/reconstruction process for the silicon microstrip 
detectors (ISIM and OSIM) and test of the full chain of reconstruction for hy
pernuclear events 

2. Pattern recognition and fitting of cosmic rays crossing the apparatus, for geomet
rie calibration purposes 

3. Study, by simulation , of rates and background suppression strategies for different 
hypernuclei 

Concerning the first item, in the FINUDA simulation program the response of 
the microstrip modules crossed by ionizing particles has been reproduced. For each 
crossing track the hit strips in both z-side and phi-side of the modules are calculated 
and the collected charge for ea.ch strip is evaluated. The algorithm for the evaluation 
of the collected cha.rge is based on the DE/DX algorithms of the GEANT simulation 
package and can be improved using experimental data on energy loss in the microstrip 
modules. 

The information a.bout the hit strips a.nd charge collected, together with a simula
tion of the strip noise (signa.l/noise=30 for min. ion.) is written on the simulated RDT. 
The simulated RDT is rea.d in by the FINUDA generai reconstruction program, where 
the procedures for the hit reconstruction and the microstrip local pattern recognition 
have been installed. 

The hit reconstruction proceeds first by identifying, on both z-side and phi-side 
of each module, the different clusters of strips as contiguous set of strips over threshold. 
Second, the clusters of strips on z-side a.nd phi-side corresponding to the same hitting 
particle are recognized; this recognition is based on the fact that, for the same hit, the 
same cha.rge drifts towards the two microstrip sides. 

The efficiency in the recognition of different clusters on the same microstrip side 
has been eva.luated in typica.l hypernuclear events. The result is tha.t in 34% of the 
events one clusters over all ISIM and OSIM modules on both sides is lost. In pa.rticular 
the effect is relevant for ISIM modules, which are very dose to the target. In fact most 
of the lost clusters are due to the superposition of the cluster produced by the g
and the cluster produced by the 7r- or by the p from the hypernucleus decay when 
they exit from the ta.rget in the backward direction. Alternatively the effect is due to 
the 11+ produced by the deca.y a.t rest of the [(+. It's worth noticing however that, in 
the case of ba.cbva.rd 7r-, the event cannot, in any case, be used for high resolution 
spectroscopy, wherea.s, in the case of ba.ckward protons, the effect of the inefficiency 
doesn ' t a.ffect the fitting of the fon.va.rcl pion. 

The coupling of the phi-side a.ncl z-side clusters fa.ils in some percent of the events. 
Nevertheless the efficiency is much higher in the case of kaons, which are highly ionizing 
parti cles . 
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Once the pa.ir of phi-side and zeta-side clusters produced by the same track have 
been coupled, the geometrica.! position of the hit on the module is reconstructed and, 
basing on the amount of the charge collected and on the cluster structure, the identifi
cation of the crossing particle is performed. The main aim of the particle recognition 
is the iclentification of the hits generateci by the kaons on ISIM. In fact, the kaon beam 
recognition is the sta.rting point of the Global Pattern Recognition for the hypernuclear 
event. 

In principle the separation by energy loss of kaons crossing the microstrip modules 
from other particles can be easily obtained, since the ionization of slow kaons is much 
higher t han the o ne of pions an d protons (Fig. l). However, the different inclinations of 
the tracks relative to the microstrip modules and, in consequence, the different cross
ing pa.ths, produce some identification ambiguities (Fig.2). Nevertheless the cluster 
structure of kaons and protons is expected to be different; in fact kaons are expected 
to cross the modules orthogonally and hit few strips, whereas the protons may cross 
several strips. Coupling the information about collected charge and the information 
from the number of strips in the cluster, a good separation of kaons from protons is 
achieved (Fig. 3). The percentage of kaon-proton confusion on ISIM is evaluated in 
2% of the events. 

The effect of the inefficiencies of the microstrip local pattern recognition and 
particle identifica.tion on the Global Pattern Recognition is under study on a sample of 
simulated hypernuclear events. We estimate that the reduction of the Global Pattern 
Recognition efficiency will be not more than 10%. 

Concerning the second item, a procedure of pattern recognition and track fitting 
for cosmic rays without magnetic field has been written, in preparation of the test of 
the apparatus with cosmic rays. In Fig. 4 a cosmic ray tracked in the apparatus is 
seen; the trigger for the cosmic ray is designed to be given either by two clusters of 
slabs in TOFONE ring or, with lower rate, by TOFINO slabs, in order to check the 
alignment of ali the detectors. 

The fitting procedure utilizes the information from longitudinal straws and drift 
cha.mber to fit the cosmic ra.y as a straight line in the (X, Y) piane and the information 
from the stereo straw tubes and the charge division from the drift chambers to obtain 
the polar angle of the cosmic ray relative to the axis of the apparatus (X, Z and Y, Z 
planes). In pa.rticular the simulated cosmi c rays are a population of muons of around 
2 GeV energy crossing the apparatus and hitting three chambers without hitting any 
internai structural pa.rt. In Fig. 5 the comparison between the Monte Carlo X and Z 
coordinates of the point of crossing of a longitudinal straw tube by the cosmic ray and 
the same point reconstructed by the fit is shown. It can be seen that the X coordinate 
is reconstructed within the intrinsic resolution of the straw tube (lOOpm) and the Z 
coordinate is reconstructed with a resolution of 250pm. 

In Fig. 6, in the hypothesis of a perfect alignment of ali the detectors, the com
parison between the mea.sured clistances from the hit wires ( drift path) and the crossing 
position reconstructecl by the fitting procedure is shown, as well as the comparison be
tween the zeta coordinate mea.sured by charge division ancl the value reconstructed by 
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the fit. It can be seen that the agreement of the measured and reconstructed values 
is within the intrinsic resolution of the detectors. Since the calibration with cosmic 
rays will be ma,inly devoted to check the geometrica! alignment of the detectors, we 
intentionally moved one of the cha.mbers of 300{lm along the drift piane. The results of 
the compa.rison between the mea.sured positions a.nd the reconstructed ones are shown 
in Fig. 7. It is clea.rly seen that such a. systematic error in the position of the chamber 
ca.n be easily detected by the ca.libra.tion procedure. 

Concerning the third item a number of simula.tions of relevant physical cases 
have been performed. In these simulations a large statistics of hypernuclear events 
with different targets 12C,89 Y, 139 La,208 Pb have been generateci and passed through the 
reconstruction procedures. In Fig. 8 the injected spectrum of pions for the reference 
case of 12C is shown a.nd the hypernuclea.r pea.ks with the experimental background are 
seen. In Fig.9 the reconstructed spectrum of the 1r- is shown: in a) the raw spectrum 
is seen, whereas in b) the spectrum of forwa.rd pions is presented; the four peaks of 
12C A are clea.rly seen over the background. 

A possible ''vay of suppress the background under the pea.ks is based on some 
reasonable hypotheses about the nature of this background. In fact this backgroud 
should be mainly due, in the momentum region under the peaks, to formation and 
decay in flight of the ~- and to quasi-free A production. The proton emitted in these 
processes are correlateci in momentum and direction with the emitted 1r- (H.Tamura 
et al. P.L. 160B (1985)32). The possibility of FINUDA to detect and measure the 
proton coming from the g- interaction in the target together with the 1r-, allows this 
background to be suppressed a.s shown in the following pictures of Fig.9. 
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l FINUDA offline software status report- 10.11.97 

The progress obtained in FINUDA offiine software concerns the following items: 

l. Fitting of the measured magnetic field and test of the effect of possible uncertain
ties in magnetic field measurements on the spectrometer momentum resolution. 

2. Test of the effect of inefficiencies of the local pattern recognition of silicon mi
crostrips on global pattern recognition for hypernuclear events. 

3. Calculation of rates and integrated luminosities for physical cases of interest . In 
particular for measurements of hypernuclear non-mesonic decays. 

4. The offiine programs and event display are being installed on the on-line machines 
in order to perform on-line reconstruction of cosmic rays taken with straw tubes 
mounted on the clepsydra. 

Fitting of the magnetic field. The magnetic field of the FINUDA solenoid has 
been measured over the full volume of the magnet, from z = -116.4 cm to z = +115.2 
in step of 6-z = 5.0 cm, from r = 8.5 cm to r = 125.5 cm at 34 radiai distances and in 
steps of 6.</J = 10°. At each spatial point the three components of the field Bz, Br, B,p 
have been measured. The absolute precision of the magnetic field measurements is 
expected to be less than 10 Gauss and the relative precision, on the main component, 
to be better than 0.5 · 10-3 . The measurements of the principal component of the field 
Bz and of the radiai component Br have been considered for an interpolation with series 
of orthogonal polynomials, in order to obtain a mapping function to be used in the 
simulation and reconstruction programs. The B,p component has not been considered, 
at least for the moment, since the variations of B,p are negligible (relative variation 
respect to the main component less than 10-3 in the tracking region). 

The Bz and Br components have been interpolated using orthogonal Chebyshev 
polynomials (MUDIFI DD/EE/80-1). Concerning the principal component, in a first 
stage, the values of Bz in planes orthogonal to the beam axis at different values of z 
coordinate have been considered. These Bz values are function of two coordinates : 
number of the radiai p robe ( which is in correspondence with the radiai coordinate r) 
and the <i> azimuthal angle. 

In Fig.(l) the measured values of Bz and the values of the fitting function are 
shown for the piane at z = -1.4 cm: (a) map of the measured values of the Bz 
component (Tesla) as a function of the radiai number of the probe and of the <P angle; 
(b) the values of the fitting function as a function of r and </J; (c), (d) the sa:me as (a) 
and (b) with an expanded Bz scale; (e) distribution of the residuals Bz(measured)
Bz(Jitted). From (a) and (c) the uniformity of the values of the Bz component at 
the centrai piane of the solenoid is clearly shown; the probes 16,18,31 and 34 give 
anomalous values of the field since they suffer of systematics. For this reason they 
were excluded from the fitting procedure. From (b) and (d) the very good quality of 
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the interpolation is shown. From (e) i t is seen that the average residual is actually of 
the order of 10 gauss. 

The field remains essentially fiat in r and 4> coordinates up to z = -90.0 cm, 
whereas at larger distances from the center of the solenoid the effects of the finite 
length of the solenoid, of the current density of the external coils which is twice the 
current density of the centrai one, and of the presence of the end caps of the magnet 
distort the field lines and introduce a modulation in the Bz behaviour. In figg.(2) and 
(3) the same plots as Fig.(l) are shown at z = -86.4 cm and z = -116.4. The fitting 
function interpolates quite well the mapped values of the field but at the extreme 
value of z where the residuals greatly increase. Better results may be obtained in this 
region, where the field values vary rapidly, by using different interpolating functions in 
different areas and connecting them at the boundaries. However it has to be considered 
that this region is nearly completely out of the tracking volume, where the momentum 
reconstruction is performed. 

Another information that can be drawn from Figg. (l) t o (3) is that the values of 
Bz are very fiat when the 4> angle varies. For this reason, for the aim of obtaining a 
fitting function of the field for simulation and reconstruction, the Bz field values may 
be interpolated with a function of two variables z and r using for Bz the values at some 
representative 4> angle or the averaged values over the 4> angle. 

In Fig.(4) the mapped values of Bz as a function of z and of the radiai number 
of the probes are shown together with the values of the interpolating function sampled 
in the corresponding ( z, r) space. The map of the measured values and the function 
are plotted only in the half-space with negative z values, the other half-space being 
symmetrical. Plots (a) and (b) represent the measured values of the Bz component 
at two different 4> angles with the field scale starting from zero. The field is rather 
uniform in the centrai part of the solenoid but shows dramatic border effects near the 
end cap (a region, however, outside the FINUDA tracking volume). In plot (c) the 
measurements at 4> = 10° are shown with an enlarged field scale. Systematic effects of 
probes 16,18,31 and 34 appears clearly. 

In plot (d) the values of the interpolating function are shown in the same ( z, r) 
region. The fit is not completely satisfactory since a unique polynomial function has 
been used for the entire region. In this case too, much better results may be obtained 
by discarding fr.om the fit the region which stay out of the tracking volume or by fit
ting separately different sub regions with different polynomial functions. This will be 
necessary for obtaining the final interpolating function. For the moment, this first ap
proximation function fulfills the limited purpose of testing the effect of magnetic field 
uncertainties on the momentum resolution. 

Concerning the Br component of the field, it has much lower absolute values 
than the main one (about 10-3 ) in the centrai part of the solenoid whereas, near to the 
edges of the magnet, where the field is distorted by the need to enter the magnet yoke 
through the end-caps, its absolute value may reach thousands of gauss. As it was clone 
for the main component Bz, the values of Br have been considered in planes orthogonal 
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to the beam axis at different values of the z coordinate. 
In Fig.(5) the values of Br at z = -11.4 cm, near the center of the solenoid, are 

piotted as a function of the radiai number of the probe and of the azimuthal angie <j>. 
In order to avoid plotting negative values the field values are incremented by 1.0 tesia. 
As it is seen from the picture (a) the field values show a certain dispersion which is 
averaged by the fitting function (b); in picture (c) the superposition of measured data 
and fitting function is seen. The data show also a modulation along the <P coordinate, 
which is due to the l mrad tilt of the magnetic axis relative to the mechanical one; this 
modulation has been reproduced by the interpolating function. 

In Fig.(6) the same plots are shown for the plane at value of z = -56.4 cm, where 
the modulation in </> is clearly seen too. Owing to the dependence of the values of the 
Br component on the <P angle the global interpolating function for Br was calculated 
as function of the three variables (z, r, </>), fitting separately different volume regions 
and connecting the values at the boundaries. 

Test of momentum resolution. The interpolating functions for the two field 
components Bz and Br have been used to test, by Monte carlo simulation, the effects 
on the momentum resolution of possible uncertainties in the measurements or fitting of 
the realistic magnetic field. vVith this aim in mind, populations of hypernuclear events 
have been simulated using the mapped field components; in the reconstruction program 
this '::Vents have been analysed either using the mapped field or using a uniform field or · 
a mapped field with some distortion, in order to evaluate the effect on the momentum 
resolution. 

The results of these tests are summed up in Table (l). Each li ne of the Table 
corresponds to a particular test. In column (2) the conditions for the magnetic field in 
the simulation are reported. It can be seen that some tests have been performed with 
a perfectly uniform magnetic field, in order to obtain an ideal reference. In colùmn (3) 
the field conditions for the reconstruction are listed for each test. Coiumn (3) an d ( 4) 
show whether the multiple scattering or the measurement errors have been accounted 
for. Some tests indeed have been performed disregarding about these effects in order 
to separate the effects of the distortions of the magnetic field. In columns (5) and (6) 
the momentum resolution is reported for respectively forward pions and for a seiected 
population of tracks crossing the centrai p art of the soienoid (centrai tracks), w h ere 
the effects of fieid distortions are minimal. 

Tests (lA ,lB) show the ideai condition of perfectly uniform magnetic field. Tests 
(2A,2B) show what happens in the extreme condition of disregarding about the mod
ulation of the principai components Bz; the required resolution (less than 3 per mille) 
is obtained only for centrai tracks. In tests (3A,3B,3C) where the Bz map is used in 
the reconstruction, the required resolution is found again. 

From test (5A) the effects of Br component are introduced. In (5A,5B) the 
presence of a Br component is disregarded completeiy in reconstruction ; the effects 
on resolution are less relevant than they are for the main component and affect only 
the most inclined tracks. The required resolution is found again in tests (7 A, 7B,7C) 
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where the map of Br is considered too, whereas the effect of a systematic error of 30 
gauss ( which is a large error) on the evaluation of the Br component is seen in tests 
(6A,6B,6C). Finally in tests (8A,8B,8C) random errors have been added to the values 
of the two components; the results show that these type of errors (fluctuations in the 
field measurements) average away an d don ' t affect significantly the resolution. In con
clusion one can infer from these studies that, with a reasonably accurate measurement 
of the FINUDA magnetic field and a good field interpolation, the required momentum 
resolution can be easily fulfilled. 

Global Pattern Recognition efficiency with microstrips. Recently the 
procedures for simulation and reconstruction of silicon microstrips have been complet
ed and inserted in the generai FINUDA programs. In particular the reconstruction 
procedure needs a Local Pattern Recognition which performs the following tasks : (1) 
cluster identification of z and cjy sides of each microstrip module; (2) cluster association 
on the two sides and identification of the hit position; (3) hit coordinate reconstruction; 
( 4) particle identification, in particular identification of kaon hits on ISIM. The last 
task, which corresponds to the identification of the J(+ !(- beam, is essential for the 
start of the Global Pattern Recognition procedure. 

The microstrip Local Pattern Recognition may presenta number of inefficiency in 
its different steps: loss of cluster due to closeness of tracks or border effects, ambiguity 
in coupling z clusters with cjy clusters, wrong identification of the kaon with a proton 
in ISIM, etc. These inefficiencies have an impact on the Global Pattern Recognition, 
which has to be evaluated on the complete hypernuclear event. In fact, for instance, 
the loss of a cluster has minimal effect when it concerns a muon, whereas it has a fatal 
effect when it concerns a forward pion. 

For this reason a population of simulated hypernuclear events fulfilling the trigger 
condition has been processed through the full reconstruction program, either account
ing for the microstrip simulation/reconstruction or using, for the microstrip, the Monte 
Carlo hits. In this way the impact of the microstrip pattern recognition on the Global 
Pattern Recognition has been checked directly. The results are summed up in two 
nurnbers giving the efficiency of the Pattern Recognition in the two cases. 

When the Monte Carlo hits are used for the microstrips, the Pattern Recognition 
procedure (straw tubed + spectrometer) has an efficiency of about 90%. The efficiency 
is defined as the ratio of the recognized 1r- over the hypernuclear events which passed 
the trigger and have a 1r- with 4 hits in the 4 layers of detectors (recognizable events). 
The efficiency decreases to 80% when the microstrip local pattern recognition is used. 
The reasons for the losses are mainly due to the border effects, which are now taken 
into account correctly, and to the loss of clusters due to the closeness of track hits on 
the microstrips. Indeed, one has to consider that ISIM is very dose to the target (2 
mm) and a cluster is lost when, either in one coordinate or in the other on the module, 
two hits are closer than the hit dirnension, which is several strips (hundreds of micron
s ). It is worth remarking anyway that the present procedure is a first approxirnation 
one and could be improved once the data will be available. 
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Calculations of rates for physical cases of interest. Calculations of rates 
and integrated luminosities for hypernuclear spectroscopy have been presented in the 
last status report and appears rather encouraging. As an example, assuming for the 
ground state of À2C a capture rate of 10-3 and a machine luminosity of 1032 cm-2 s- 1 

the experiment is able to cumulate 500 events in the ground state peak in less than 10 
hours of data taking. In these conditions states with capture rates of the arder of 10-5 

are attainable in reasonable beam time. 
New calculations have been performed for the measurement of hypernuclear non

mesonic decays in (n, n) an d (n, p) for the standard hypernucleus À2C. The calculations 
have been clone under the following hypotheses : machine luminosity of 1032 cm-2 ç\ 
8 carbon targets (we recall that FINUDA has the possibility of using targets of differ
ent materials at the same time); effi.ciency of TOFONE slabs for neutron recognition 
estimateci to 10%; ratio of (n, n) over (n, p) decays of about 50%. 

Under these conditions the estimateci rates are the following: (1) events useful 
for high resolution spectroscopy: 80 event/hour in the ground state; (2) events where a 
proton is recognized and hits a TOFONE slab: 14 event/hour (hypernuclear life time 
measurement ); (3) events in the ground state where a proton is recognized together 
with the corresponding hit of the neutron in TOFONE: 2 event/hour; (4) events in 
the ground state where two neutrons back to back are recognized in TOFONE slabs: 
0.5 event/hour. This means that, with an integrated .luminosity of 144 pbarn- 1 which 
corresponds to 17 days of data taking, FINUDA can collect 3.2 · 104 events for high 
resolution spectroscopy, 5.6 · 103 events for mean life measurement, 8 · 102 events of 
(n,p) decay and 2 · 102 events of (n , n) decay. 
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~~ K± beam 

for- Fl NUDA 
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[FiNU.DA. ~ A fixcd target experiment 
canied out at a collidcr 

l Main physics Idea l 
Use the low energy (16 Me V), tagged J{- beam 
from <P decay, for high resolution studies of 
Hypcrnucleus formation and non-mcsonic 
decay. 

K- Az A 
. +c + ~ z 

S1op 1\ 
-r-

high resolutlon 
+ JG-______., spec.trosc.op~ 

Px- ~ 240-210 MeV/c 
forBII Az 

Non-meson1c 
dec.a!:1s { 

AZ ~ CA-2)z + n t n 

~Z--> (A->)(Z-1) +n t p 

l Meritsof the Idea l > A lo t ! 

[fuc-onvenience-] > Less flcxibility for : 
maintenance 
nuclear target hanclling 
variation of magneti c fie] d 
etc. 
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1-Iow can a hypernucleus c:z) be produced ? 

• By collisions of parti cles which carry strangcness 
( s quark) inside the nucleus. 
"K- beams" strange.he.ss 

exchange - A A 
K+Z~ Z+x 

. ' " 
j_f-<t n~ 1\ t :re-~ exothermic. reac.tion 

Q= 1'78 MeV . 
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• Very small momentum transfer. 

• One neutron is rcplaced by a A, without changing 
the spatial and spin wave function. 
"substitutional excited states" 

• Momentum transfer can be changed by changing 
incident momentum and angle of n- emission. 

) ) ) 

) 
' ' __; 

• By collisions of particles which create strangcness 
( ss quark pairs) inside the nucleus. 
"Associated production" 

n.++ Az~ Az+ 1-<:+ 
" 

/ Jt++ 11 ---) K+ + 1\ j 

e o 
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:::; 
.... 

"v 
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1\ sin3le parkle ~] ·~ 
9round state ~, ~ 
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.;: 

endothermic.. r-eaction 

Q=- 530 MeV 

·IO O IO 

-8.\ (M eVI 

• No "magie momentum"; the A is produced with 
momentum transfer :::= 350 Me V/c. 

• Hypernuclci are not produced in "substitutional states", 
but in high spin excited states. · 

• The high momentum transfer makes the process more 
appropriate for exciting low lying A hypernuclcar 
states. 
~omplementary process to "strangeness exchange". 

• The cross sections are two orders of magnitudc lower 
but the beam interisities overcompensate the drawback. 

) 
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• High production rates and many hypernuclear final 
states can be obtained using J{- at rest. 

'f 

~
K-abwrbtion at nuclear 5urfcc.e.. 

- A 
k~>fop+ z~ + JC-~ .. 

ener.giesand ihtensrtres 
of h~ pemuc.leJrl evels 

• The A momentum transfer is ::::: 250 Me V/c like in 
( n '-;K · ) expcriments. 

• Production rates are stili qui te high; 10-3
/stopped IC. 

• An impressive bulk of high quality data has been 
obtained at ICEK with that technique. 
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Advantages of Ks~op hypernucleus production 

at DA<PNE 

AZ (K~ Jt-)~ Z an d Az(~+, K+);z reac.tr·ons 

• Thick targets needed : several g/cm2 for acceptable 
counting rates. 

• Momentum resolution on n-, J(+ limited by target 
thiclmcss. 

• Limited acceptance for hypernucleus decay products. 

AZ (K~rop 1 1i" )~ Z , K-at rest 

• Distance between production target and experiment 
10+ 15 m for safety reasons. 

• 500+600 Me V Kaon beams d egra d ed to rest. Large 
uncertainty on stopping point. 

• Thick targets needed for acceptahle counting rates. 

• Limited angular acceptance of the spectrometers 
(maximum 100 msr) . 

AZ(K~rop,:rc-)~z at DAcpNE 

• Lo w energy (16 Me V) monochromatic J(- bea m . 

• Very thin target (:==100 mg/cm2). 

• x+ tagging of the ](- beam . 

• Large acccptance (typical of collider experiments) hollt 
for n- and hypernucleus decay products 

[rnconveni~nce ~ Low J(- intensity : 216 f(- fs a t 
L= ]032 cm-2 s-I. Non collimatcd 
bea m. 

t3 
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IFllN1IJliJ)A expected performarj ~;~. 

Comparison with other experiments 

Rcsolution Rate Non-mcsonic 
dccays (FWHM) (event/hour) 

BNL 
(K- ,n:-)(n:+ ,K+) 

"' 1 MeV 175 YES 

KEK ~ 2 HeY 
(n:+,K+) 

CEBAF (proposed) 
~ 200 KeY ( , K+) e,e , 

BNL (proposed) < 1 MeV 
(K~op ,n:o) 

IFITNUIIJ.>A ,__ 700 KeV 
(L= J032 cm-2s-l) 

17 5 

5 

60 

80 
per siate 
at 10-~ 

? . 

No 

?? . . 
thicK tQr.get 

f> (n+p) 
1. (rH n) 

Machine time (hours) for hypemuclear state production 

Produc.tio n rctes 

xpec.ted Si~n~ 10-:?> 10%~t 10·4 10%st. 10-!l 10%st 10-S 20%st 
Bac.k' · 

L _1_ at 10-3 2.4 h 9b h 8000 h 2·000 h 
1 ~ r l + at 10·'1 1.8 h 

Svppression of bac.k_gtound 
from ~- deca~ in f li,ghi 

5 G h l LjOOO h l 1000 h 

A factor 10 increase 
at i_~ 10 33ctn-'2.s- 1 

~ 
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internai detector region 

IhTetnéll f~Tt-;p.s 
ISIM 

K ~------~~------=r 
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IFITI\l1IJ[DA spectrometer and scintillators 

Lar~e. soli cl 
an9le 

eli um ~H :._ '; -=> 

~ss 

l !"······ .·· l 
COl ·· ·""·" 

) 

···~· .......... 

Low mass 
olrift chembers 

straw Tube-

111a91"'e t 

tdted str.3WS(.tl2°) 

loh.:},tudinal straws 

drift cha.mbers 
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Main ph!Jsicsgoals 

of FINUDA 

) ) 

) 

) ) 

) 

l Mai n physics ;~;~of lFITN\U!DJA l 
l) A - hypernucleus spectroscopy. 

• A new rlimension added to the evolving picture of 
nuclear physics (p, n, A). 

12c 
1\ l 

l 

Th e A inside a nucJ eus 
• A distinguishahlc baryon . 

Not Pauli -blocked. 

jL 

1 Pi 
1 p.! 

2 

1S.i 
2 

..n. 

'-

• It experiences a potenti al well 
weaker than tl1e o ne of nuclcons, 
with small spin-orbit contribution. 

p n. 1\ 

Ali single particle states _are allowed to the A. 
A textbook example of the shell model. 

Never seen 1n 
~ 

ordinar_y nuclei 
. > 4 

o 
"I: ..... 
L 

~ ~ 
..0 
:t 

09Y(n+. K+) oa Il y 

. BNL dala 

deep single 
partlcle st.ates 

J-----r PA 

s ... 

·r,.. 

d,. 

r;,. 

.·' .... 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
~/ 

/ 

o l . -~t.% . ~/./ 
-30 l l t 

-20 -10 IO 

- Binding fllergy (MeVI 

IFITNOOA expected resolution 0.7 Me V 
May spin splitting appear? 

reso! ut i o n 
2.6 MeV 

) 



CI!ART Of i\-IIYPERHUCliOES 
( 19 91) 
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• JFITN\U[DA can perform a large scientific program of 
high resolution hypcrnuclear spectroscopy on ali 
nuclidcs that can be machined in solid targets. 

• The complction of this program could consti tute an 
important stcp forward in the understanding of the 
main hypernuclear physics problems : 

- Possible new symmetries in many body spectroscopy, 
forbidden in ordmary nuclei by Pauli principle. 

- Hyperon-nucleon interaction which may be investigated only 
inside the nuclear medium. 

- Dynamical aspccts of the strangeness degree of freedom in 
the nuclear system and its role in strong interaction. 

-Possibile modifications of the baryon properties in the 
nuclcar environment. 

) 
) ) ) ) 

l 

2) Non-meionic decay of hypernuclei a nel possiblc 
violation of the 1'11=.!. rule 

2--

• Dccay of the "free" A 

/P +::l'L- ('"'" 64%) L/\= 2. 63 x10-
10

s 

1\ 
~n+ no('"" 36%) 0= 3l MeV 

L rlùcleon momenTum "' 100 Me V/c 

• The A clecay may occur, in principlc, with Isospin changc 

i1I=.! or ~-
--2-2-

• The experimental B.R.s of the A (and other hyperons) 

imply a i1I=.! dominance over i11= ~ of a t l cast 20. 
-2 2 

• The ori gin of this empirica! rule is unknown. 

• In all but the lightest hypemuclei the mesonic decay mode 
of the A is strongly inh.ibited by Pauli principi e. 

H 

-non-mesonic. { 1\ +p---)> 11 +p 
dec:a~ channels 1\ +11 --711 t n 

vuc.leon momenium 
~4lrt1eVjc 

• lt has been suggested that the i1I=.! rule may be strongly 
--2-

violated in non-mesonic decays, which probe the high 
momentum and parity conservmg part of the weak 
interaction. 

~ A measurement of the relative B.R.'s of the two channels 
could provi de informati o n about the structure of the weak 
hamiltonian. 

) 
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• In spite of the very important physical interesL-.-J f the decay 
of hypcrnuclei, the available data are scarcc and not precise. 

5 . l 

ubble Chamb. counTer 
e)(periments Free.. 1\ 

t-4----f / _.............,i e ti m 
emulsions '-..4 

L: 
(10_105) 2 H ~ t ttJé' 

• l f ~ ' q Ì 
1 

1 dele~ed _./' l 
~ . . f1SSIOn 

o ' ' " 'l ' ~ ' ' ' " 'l 

5 IO A so 100 

i.o 

0 . ~ 

'l1 'Y1 0.6 

1Hltnp 
OA 

0 .2 

0 .0 

IO 20 JO 40 50 

A 

la rg e erro r.s 
(n n) is hard t o 

de tec. t 

• Corrclatcd measurements of A-hypemucleus ground states 
and decay products (expecially n+ n) are vcry difficult. 

• Thc IFllNlUIDlA apparatus seems ideai for the study of non
mcsonic decays : 
- It is very transparent 
- It provides a large acceptance, with the same detectors, for 

both n- from hypemucleus formation and decay products 

)~----------------~ 
.1.1=--_j rule. Inclusive measurements 

2 

• The possible violation of the Lil=~ rule can be 

investigated by studying the relative ll.R. 

~z _:-yz-1)+ n+ p ~6E= 1.3 HeV 

A A-2 

"Z --7 z +n+ n ~L1E=10 HeV 

) 

in coincidencc with the measurement of the ground 
state of the hypernucleus. 

• The encrgy resolutions on "n" and "p" do not allow 
the idcntification of the nuclear final states <A-Zl(~ -1) 

an d <A- Zlz. 

• A systematic study of the ratio of the p-n and n-n 
B.R.'s over the mass range A is needed. 

An example of exclusive measurement 
with a 6Li target 

proc.e.5s (dentified large. binding 
b~ m1ss1ns energ~ ~ / enet-_g~(19.8 NeV) 

K- + 6 Li ~ Jl:0 +j 6 Hej~ 4 H e +(rwn) 
.stop / 1\ /' 

not deteited / tt . FINUDA re~olutr·on 
sfops m ma er LlE"'" 14 H e V 

bef-ore deca~ 

• In FINUDA the. process t<!n be tli.99e~d re~uestt·ng 
Two &ck t o Bac.k sla.bs hit in Tt>FON E 

) 



Production of A hypernuclei with large 
neutron excess 

• In IFITN\U!IJ)A, two stcp rcactions with formation of ncw, 
neutron rich hypernuclei are dctcctablc. 

K~ + p->- X
0

+ 1\ 
E-w p D L Jto+p --->1J+Jtt 

r-
~·o 
13.0 
p 6.7 

~·N l ~'N l ~'N 
12.17 13.59 (1 3) 

n 10.2 

l k:roP Az->~ (Z-2) +re+ l 
p 2.12 1 p S.9; 

~·c l ~·c l l'C 
IO.SO 11 .69 12.1 i 

p 9.25 ,\ 11.69 n 5.43 

..... 
l'C l l'C 

{13.6) (13) 
o 9.6 n 0.6 

:B ll•B l \'B ll'B .ll'B ll'B S.29 S.S9 10 .21 11 .37 (ll.7) (12.2) 
p 1.59 p 2.00 p i . il A II.Ji n 3.i n 5.4 

~Be l !Be l !D< ll0

Dc l l'Be 
5.16 G . S~ 6.H 9.11 {10.2) 

2p 0.7 r 5.31 a 3.50 n ~.07 n 7.9 

~l'" llBc llDc 
(IU) {1l.o) 
n 1.6 n J .5 

~Li l ~Li l ~Li l :Li 
UO 5.58 6.SO 8.50 

p -0.6 d 3.93 t 6.U o J.i3 

~Hc l ! Hc 111/c l ~Jfc l 1Hc 
2.39 3.12 08 5.23 7.16 

A 2.39 l fl 3.12 l n 0.17 n 2.92 o U9 

"' l "' l0 Li l'Li 
(9 .1) (10.2) 
o 4.6 n O.J 

-;-

~H c l ver~ heav~ 

l l 
[ 1•1 (~~i l ~ ~~perh~drogert 5 

. . ~ Jn OA k + 6 L • ~ 6 H + 
---:---'-----L--'---'-._J 5fop 

1 
A + JC 

"' !H l ~H 
(J .1) (U) 

D ·l.S 2o ,06 

~Il llH 
0.1J 2.04 

A 0.13 A 2 .0~ 

• The production rate would be two orders of magnitude 
lower than one stcp reactions (lQ-5), but stili accessible. 

- Ali the hypernuclei produced would be new ones. 
- Some of them may be stable. 
- Very hcavy hyperhydrogens ;H and ;H might be 

produced 
) 

) ) ) ) ) 
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FINUDA perfor-mances 

o Momen tu m resolu ti o n 

• Tr-i59er an_d rates 

• Pa1tern Recogni r1·on 

) 
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Apparatus performances ·~ 
Spectrometer Inotnentutn resolution 

• Thc momcntum rcsolution is the most crucial featurc 
of tlle apparatus. 

.... ! 2. 2. 

~T:rc _ VP:rc.+rl1Jt+m.n. ---
T:rr. 

L\ P.Jt 
P n: 

at Pn::: 270 MeV/c 

~p ~ 10-3 

p 

ll T --v 23G k'eV 

• Thc dctectors have high spatial resolution and low mass 
ancl are immersed in a helium atmosphere to minimize 
multiple scattering. 

- Silicon pstrips R~ 50 Jlm 

z 50 ~lm 

- Drift chamhcrs R~ 150 ~lm (pessimistic) 
z l% w ire length (l +2 cm) 

- Straw tube array R 100 Jlm 
z 1.0 mm (pessimistic) 

reasonahlc extrapolations of the present technology. 

• The tracking vo~ume is very transparent : 

- Total radiation length 170,000 cm 
Pure Helium 540,000 cm 
Air 34,000 cm 

- Spectrometer size 

- Homogeneous magnetic field 

103 cm 

1.1 Tesla 

) ) ) 

) 
• Using th( J ... tdard formulae for cvaluating thc cxpcdcd 

momentuìn resolution. (Gluckstern(1963)) 

_ll_e_ FWHH ~ FWHH 

p o.oos r-:: 9=9oo l o.ods f=\--.---- ---- G=-G;;o 

0 .004 

0 .003 

0 .002 

0.001 

o 

mulr. 5cctt. 0 .004 m.s. in l in. fit 
~. :\/: -~ 
.. ~ .. ,.( 0 .003 
., 

. -/~ \-helix fit 0 .001 

\ .. l ·.... .-·· ··r· ····· ·· · -· ··;-...... -~ .. --·.-l ' 
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, '1 
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100 200 300 400 500 
P re.-

0 .01 

Ae.. rwHM 
P x= 210 NeV/c. 
e= 90° 

p 0 .008 

0 .006 

0 .004 

0 .002 

.. . ~~r K
1 

fit 

-·. -----~~~~-' . 
-~·~t<~:~ · · .. : 

l -

lim1i <f. 
spiròliz,ns 

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l u 
0 o 1 2 B(Te~la) 

Check with Monte Carlo simulation 

Parti cl e 

n- 270 Me V /c 

p 417 MeV/c 

Il 236 MeV/c 

Momentum resolution 
(FWHM) 

o. 28% 

0.79% 

0.24% 

) 

P .n:.-
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Monte Carlo simulation of populations oftracks l 
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SUMMARY or , 
l 

1EASuREMENTs .AT Ps TesT \~AM 
.. _ ... 

Ex?E"RIHENT.C.L SET-\JP 

PLMOC 
10<5( Vf'f trull l l 

57 

8fAH 
SI K- 5GeV/c 

Experimenlal set-up for the 

beam "test . SI' s2 s3 = scintillators, DCI' dc2 = 
small surface drift chambers, P LMDC = proto
type low mass drift chamber . 
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_) l Trigger stratcgy--J 
• The aim of the trigger logic is to selcct, against the 

background, events where: 

- The <P decays in t o K+ K-. 
- The K- stops inside the target. 
- It forms a hypcrnucleus emitting a prompt n;- wbich 

crosses the full spectrometer. 

• Trigger requests : 
- Tofino: a) "extended" Back to Back topology . 

b) threshold discrimination on both B.to n. slabs. 

LlE ~ 2 H~V E::::-15MeV 

AE ~ 2 2 J'k:{. AX cm 
K 

4500 
4000 
3500 
3000 
2500 
2000 
1500 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

en erg y los s (M eV) 

- Tofone: a) prom~t coincidence (<10 ns) 
b) multi p i city ~ l 

l 

l 

~l prompi Jt- (a) 
l 

600 
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AX cm 

(b) 
JL+ from k+deca~ 

1

~~~ t"' J..l .. 1., . . , .. , , r . ... r .. ,. r, ... 1,, .. 1, , , . o t·· · · '· ··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·· · · ' · ·· · ' ···· · · · · ·· ··~l .. 
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FINUOA Experiment 

Run n. : 1 
Event n.: 3 1 
Dote: 1 2/08/ 62 

DI FRONT view 
' Ree. hits 

Pottern Rec oqn. 
Trock Fittin 
Zoom 
Monte Carlo 

<ERASE> I < OUIT > 

) ) ) J 

eT'·:_ -~er efli~~cy an d ra t es 
-----' 

Trigger efficiency for hypernuc]eus fotmation events 

Extended Back to Back, energy lhreshold and IO ns time dclay 
Dack to Back * Energy l11reshold (80.6±L3)% 
Ti me coincidence ( 46.2± 1.0)% 
TRIGGER ---4 (38 .6±1.0)% 
TRIGGER + 1t- 4 hits ~ (29.4±0.8)% 

L"u.sefulevents" r... i has "forwcrdpion511 

Trigger rejection powers for background nrocesses 

Bhabha 
<l>-> KsKL 
<l>-> p1t 
<l> -> W7t_1to 
K- interaction wilhout hypemucleus 
formation 

Trigger rates at luminosity : 

< JQ-2 % 

(3:!:1) 10· 2 % 
(4± 1) J0-2 % 

lQ-2% 

(7 .3±0.5)% 

l (L= JQ32 cm-2s-I) J 

J 

Hypemucleus formati o n ( 10-~ ccp!ure r.ste) _____,. 8·1 0-2 Hz l 
Bhabha <4·I0-2IIz 

1 

<l>-> KsKt "' 5·1 Q-2 Hz 
<l>->p7t ==2·lQ-2 Jlz 

<l>-> W7t-1t0 
"' lQ-3 Hz 

K- interaction wilhout hypemucleus 15 Hz 
formation 

useful evenis · fo~wdrd 
/ /ptons 

- 2 29 4 8·10 H i! x · x 0.80 x 0.45,. 3600 ~ 80 event l hovr /~ 
Trig9er rale 

38.{; T 
c.hamber 

iransparenc~ for high resolution 
spec.tro&:.op~ 
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PA TTERN RECOGNITION AND EVENT 

RECONSTRUCTION STRATEGY 

• Hypernuclcar events are generatcd and the hits in the 
different detectors, smearcd by the resolution functions, 
are transfcrrcd to a recognilion and rcconstruction 
process 

• Steps of the rcconstruction process (first version) 

A) Identification ofthe K+K- "beam". 
Extrapolation of the K +K- trajectories up to the 
particle stopping points (vertices) 

B) Pattcrn Rccognition of the stra w tube arrays with 
identificati an of clusters, corresponding to one 
crossing track, and first estimation of the zeta 
coordinate on the straw tubes. 

C) Identification of the hclical trajectories inside the 
spectrometer that are connected to the vertices 

D) Track fitting and corrcction of the n:- momentum for 
energy lost crossing the target 

• Tracks with only three points are recognized and 
reconstructcd with lower guality and resolution 
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H~pernucleus liferl·me and 

H ;J p e rn ucJea r 5peclroscop ~ 

in Fl NUDA 

) ) ) 

l Hyp __ ) ""'cleus lifetime (rr) rneasurernen·t--J 

• The hypernucleus lifetime can be directly measured 
from the hit of the emitted proton in Tofone . 
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and KEK (mesonic decay). 
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Expected performances of IFllNfUlDA in 
high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy 
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A possiblc iinprovetncnt far IF'll]Nf: __ JJ;i'~ 
A background suppression mcthocl 

II .Tamura et aL P.L. 16011(1985)32 
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Milestones of the hypernuclear physics 
progrmn of IFRJNlfJ]JJ)i~. 

• Measurement of the -~C excitation spectrum with 
resolution <l Me V. 
- Detection of statcs produced at 10-4 (10% stat.). 
- Detection of (n, p) and (n, n) correlatcd events. 
- Mcasurcment of the Iifctime. 

• High statistics study of_;IIe non-mesonic decay to 

(n, n) with an exclusivc measurement, using a 6Li 
target. 

• High statistics study of the production, decay and 

lifetime of the p-shell hypernuclei ~Li, 1Be, ~B. 

• High statistics survey of the production of hypernuclei 

of highcr mass: 27AZ,51V,89Y/33Cs, 165Ilo and 
209Bi. 

[REMARKSI 

) 

• High statistics 5 X 102 events in (n,n) 
decay channel 

• Different targets can be used in the same run period 

• Survey of the lo w momentum rr- spectra will be obtained in 
parasitic way in parallel with the data taking. 
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Monte Carlo simu\at\on of ihe 

performance of the r-ea\ ist i c 

detector conflguration. 

• Fin a\ F l N U DA geo me t r ~ 
• S pecT rome ter acceptance 

• Spectrometer momentum re501ution 

•. Tri9~er efficienc~ ano\ rotes 
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~ pecliometer accepiance (strcUJ Tu bes) 

Patti c.\ e Full appdt-òtus Georneitic 
c. cc. e p w 11c.e. 

x- 21-0 HeVjc. (4 5 :t: i)% 44% (54± 1)% 53% 

P 411 HeVfc (32± 1)% 43% ( 60 ±. 1)% G3.fo 

~+ 236 MeVjc (31~1)% .38% (53± 1)% 53% 

~ / 
Tech. Re p. 

Spec.trometec- ac.c.epter,ce (Tofone) 

Pariic.le Fullapparatus 

Jt- 2':10 HeV/c (40 ±i)% 

p 41 + t1e'1c (29±1)% 

f-+ 236 tleVjc (21±1)% 

Gecmetrìc 
acrep~nc.e 

(48 ±.1)% 

(56± 1)% 

(40 ± :1.)% 
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Momentum resoluTion of the Spet ;)meTer ' ) l 
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Petecto r re5oluti o n s 
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Prevrous confi9urdt,·on 

Spatial, energy and time resolution of the detectors 

• Internai scintillator barrel (T o fino) : 
- Time : 500 ps (FWHM) 
- Amplitude : average collection of 50 photoelectrons 

for minimum ionizing parti cles 

• Silicon microstrip detectors (ISIM, OSIM) 
- Spatial resolution : 50 Jlm (a) 
- Specific energy resolution (dE/dx) : 20% (FWHM) for- K± 

• Low mass drift chambers (LMDC) 
- Spatial resoiution: 100 Jlm (a) in the wire piane (pcf>) 

l% wire Iength in zeta 

• Extemal scintillator barre! (Tofone) 
- Time : 500 ps (FWHM) 
- Spatial resoiution in zeta : 5 cm (FWHM) 

• Straw tube arrays (ST) 
- Spatiai resoiution : l 00 Jlm (a) in radiai direction 

\..... ' -Zeta coordinate:< 500 J1m (a) by fitting the particle 
trajectory through the three tilted Iayers 

• Magnetic field 
- Bz = 1.1 Tesla uniform. Bx=By= O. 

The realistic field is very close to a uniform one. 

• Spec.trometer siz e 
- 11 O c.m 
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TFJGGER STRA TEGY 

• The ai m of the trigger logic is to select, against the 
background, events where : 

- The <I> decays t o K + K-

- the K- stops inside the target and forms an 
hypemucleus emitting a prompt n- which crosses 
the full spectrometer. 

• Trigger requests : 

- Tofino: a) "extended" Back to Back topology 
b) threshold discrimination on both B.toB. 

slabs (threshold fluctuation 5% (FWHM)) 
- Tofone: a) prompt coincidence ( < lO ns) 

b) multiplicity ~ l 
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TRIGGER etficìenc~ and rei e 5 

Table 1.3: !Trigger efficiency for hypernucleus formation eventsJ Percentages are 
relative to ali generated events. 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Back to back (89.3.±1.3)% 
Energy threshold (81.2±1.3)% 
B.t.B * Energy (80.6±1.3)% 15% 
Time coinàdence (46.2±1.0)% 
TRIGGER (38.6±1.0)% 40% 
Four hits (36.0±0.9)% 
TRIGGER + 4 hits (29.4±0.8)% 25% 

l Il 11 u.seful evenTs 1 one half has "forwctd piohS 11 

Table 1.4: Trigger rejection powers for background processed.l Percentages are 
relative to ali generate events. 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Bhabha scattering 
4J -t KsKL 
q, -t p7r 
q, -t 'lf+'lf-.... 

K- interaction without hypernucleus formation 

< 10-l% 
(3 ± 1)10-2 % 
(4 ± 1)10-2 % 

10-2% 
(7.3±0.5)% 

Table 1.5:[ Trigger rates ;;.i lumin;,;;ity L= 1Ql2cm-2s-1. [ 

Extended back to back, energy threshold and 10 ns time delay 
Hypernucleus formation 
Bhabha scattering 
4J -t KsKL 
q, -t p7r 
<l> -t 'lf+'lf-r" 

8·1~2Hz 
< 4.I0-1 Hz 
:::::5 ·10-2Hz 
:::::2.·10-2Hz 

K- interaction without hypernucleus formation 
::::: I0-3Hz 

15Hz 

8,3x10-2 Hr > 86 ev/h . for hish resolution 
(1-

5 
eY/h) h~ petnudeor spec.troswp~ 

) ) 

( ,l 

PAITERNRECOGNITION AND EVENT 
RECONSTRUCTION STRATEGY 

• Hypernuclear events are generated and the hits in the 
different detectors, smeared by the resolution functions, 
are transferred to a recognition and reconstruction 
process. ihe. te-iMer wnd.\tt"Gn is epplìed. 

• Steps of the reconstruction process (first version) 

A) ldentification ofthe K+K- "beam". 
Extrapolation of the K +K- trajectories up to the 
particle stopping points (vertices) 

B) Pattern Recognition of the straw tube arrays with 
identification of clusters, corresponding to one 
crossing track, and first estimation of the zeta 
coordinate on the straw tubes. 

C) ldentification of the helical trajectories inside the 
spectrometer that are connected to the vertices 

D) Track fitting and correction of the n- momentum for 
energy lost crossing the target 

• Tracks with only three points are recognized and 
reconstructed with lower quality and resolution 
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Pc9ttern Recqgnition effic.ienc.~ > 95% 
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~- Apparatus performancer l 
~p~~~~?llleter momentum resohJion l 

• The momentum resolution is the most crociai feature 
of the apparatus. 

L\l1c ... ! 2 2. v p x + 1l1.n:. + m n. 
11r. ~ p~tm~ 

L\ PJt 
P n: 

at pJt = 210 MeV/c 

flp rv 10-3 

p 

il T rv 236 k'eV 

• The detectors bave high sp~tialresolu_tiQQ and low nmss 
and are immersed in a heliu!l!__~!_~g~phe~ to minimize 
multiple scattering. 

- Silicon IJstrips R<j> 50 Jlm 
z 50 Jlm 

- Drift chambers R<j> 150 Jlm (pessimisti c) 
z l% w ire length (l +2 cm) 

- Straw tube array R 100 Jlm 
z 1.0 mm (pessimistic) 

re~s~~~!!!~-~~~rapolations of the present t(!~J!!!Ol2gY..: 

• The tracking vo~ume is very transpar~_!lt: 

- Total radiation length 170,000 cm 
Pure Helium 540,000 cm 
Air 34,000 cm 

- Spectrometer size ·· >- 103 cm 

- Homogeneous magnetic field --~ 1.1 Tesla 
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FRnGRf:SS REPORT ON FtNUDA OFFL .E SOFTWARE 

o Optimization of apparatu.s de .ci_~,n for event 
arLE-f'ÌatJC.e,, tri99er effic.iehc.!1 and bac.f\.9tound 
rl?;- iccJù, n. 

o Vettex rec.onsttuction a'sotithm and momentum 
correc.t"t.otl for- tar-9et c.ro.ssinq. 

.... 

o Simutation of the re.c-rN1se of detec.'tors and 

detec..tor rf'cc \n~Jrnction. 

o Gl ()hJI trdc.k filtin.9 procedute.. 
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L_!_r~~g~r stratcgy 1 

• The aim of the trigger logic is to select, against the 
background, events where : 

- The <l> decays into K+ K-. 
- The K- st2_2~ inside the target. 
- It forms a hypernucleus emitting a prompt n- which 
crosses the full spectrometer. 

• Trigger requests : 

- Tofino: a) "extended" Back to Back topology. 
b) threshold discrimination o n both B.to B. slabs. 
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Back to Back * Energy Threshold (80.6±1.3)% ' 
Time coincidence (46.2±1.0)% 
TRIGGER ~ (38.6±1.0)% 
TRIGGER + 1t- 4 hits ~ (29.4±0.8)% 

L 11 u.t:~ e.fvl events11 
,..._ i ha5 11 forwèrd f'Ì~' '' ~·· 

Trigger rejection powers for background processes 

Bhabha 
<l>-> KsKL 
<l>-> p1t 

<l> - > n+1t-1to 

K- interaction without hypemucleus 
formation 

< J0-2 % 
(3±1) lQ-2% 
(4±1) J0-2% 

10-2% 
(7.3±0.5)% 

Trigger rates at luminosity : f (L= 1032 cm-2 s-I) l 
Hypemucleus formation (1o-~capture.rdte) ~ 8·10-2 Hz l 

. . i 
Bhabha 
<l>-> KsKL 
<l>-> p1t 

<l> -> 1t+1t-1to 

K- interaction without hypemucleus 
formati o n 

useftJI evenis fo~werd 
/ /p,ons 

(..) 1 ('_2 H 29.4 \_)'- ) ~ )( )( 0.80 x 0.45,. 3600 ~ 
/ .;' 3B.f T 

< 4·10-2 Hz 
== 5·10-2 Hz 
=2·10-2Hz 
== lQ- 3 Hz 

15 Hz 

80 event l hour 

Tri99er rc:3te c.hamber 
transparenc.~ for hi~h resolutioh 

spec.ttoswp~ 
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FOR TOU.StHEK EVEHT.:.. J 

e stronser Trigser Cotlditions: 

event.s 

• ToFtNO : 8) 11exiended" Bac.k to BBc..k 
b) thte&lold di sc.rim\ncgtion on both 

B. to B. slabs 

• ToFoNE : a) Protnp t coincidenc.e ( < 10 ns) 

b) Eners~ thre.:,hold ( AE > 5 NeV) 

c.) Mottiplicit~ ~ :1 or ~ 2 

o 

PREVIOUS 
TRI&&eR 

NE \Xl TRIG6€R 

~ 1 ~ 2. 

Efficient9 29.0~ 2T.7% 26.4% 
Hypetnudear < 

(:n:-with 4 hits) rate of u*l "o.02H! --.0.02Hz ~0.02Hi! 
e~s 
R.= 1d~bn-~-· 

Tf>usc.hek 
evehts 

l 

Rejec:tion 

< Evehtrate st 

2x 10-4 

4>c IOZ H! 

2. 2 x10b eost e•e
s 

eT .e= I03 z.c.tt\_i-• 

32 -Z -1 f..: IO CJtt s J 
TOFI HO 1hreshold 
d'l ah_!1 +tuo slab~ 

2x1o-s ;;)( ro-1 

40H! 1.5 Hz 

) ) ) ) 

e Hod: r)cation o.f -the ~m pipe 9eomett"9 
• Larser beem pepe. daameter 86mm ~ 108 mm 

• Latger TOFIHO dic9meier 

• 

• 

< 
Rejec.tlott 

Touschek 
events 

l . ;:e~~~~-' 
2>< l ()5 fbte•e

s 
at f.= I032un~ -• 

• 

Muttiplicily ~ 1 

< 1.3x1o-6 

< 0.3 Hz 

• 

Hu Iii pli!Ty ~ 2 

< 4>clo- 8 

< 0.01 H~ 
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8ha6ha differentrc:91 c.ross sec..tion ( vahd for 9 ,., O) 

~ = (CI(2"[(1t2~-2(1 .. i!)1+ 2 4+ O.t~l]=(o{2J(3+22)2 
d.a 4S ') 1-2 (1-2)2 4 S ~ -1 

r~ C0$9, S:: 1.0404 GeY
2
, (::) = 4.98 -nbat-h 

BhBbha total cn>~sec.ton 

2tr 0.985:C.0~100 2 ~ 0.965 

Jdf f d~ ds = 2Jt(o( -'[ 16 -+9~+~2.t-i-+i61!9(1-e!)l = 
o o d .a 4 s l 1- ~ .:> ~o 

= 30. -t p-bar-n = 30. 7><10 -30c.m 2 

-· ~ /7 
SU\' __ 1lk .· 

----.J--rrJk --- ~ ~t._____ 

-Z/ '\S 
Hu ltiplicit y ~ 1. 

Bh~bha< 
events 

R~ec.tio11 < 1.1-x 16-' 

e.vent r-~teat < 5x to-'3 H~ 
1_ :103~-1;-1 

Hvtt,·plìcity ~ z 
<1.2x 10-' 

< 4 ><io-) H~ 

The. str-on9est tti.9~t condiiion is the thteshofd oh B.io B. 
iOF\1-10 slabs 

) ) ) ',·. 
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Uncertaintie5 in VERTEX Rec.onstrocta·on 
( old seometr~) 

0.3/10/ 95 
FINUDA Experiment (L.N .F. l DA4>NE) 

- 8- HIS :VSTUDYz1 .RZF 25 .... . ooo•o ooooo oooOOOOO OOOO 

Locol Reference System 20 
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Jt:-111omentum coneition fortc9rget c.rossìng 

(final al9orithm) 

FINUDA Experiment (L.N.F. l DAct>NE) 
04/ 10/95 16.08 
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Vt::KI t:X Kt:.lUN.::JI KU~I IUN 

Use of GEAN E pec.kese : 
trac.ki ns of psttides with c9cc.oont for geometr,èal 
volume.s, rtla~hetic ti eld l avetc3ge eners~ loss 
plus transport of en-orwattix (tnuHlple scattetìn_g) 

• 

• 

Ba:.k ttacked 
with GEANE 

1 (.· •n . ··· · · · ·~ 

FINUDA Experiment 

Run n.: f. 
Eventn.: 2 ' 
Date: 12/08/62 

H el i .x 
tz,.B Ne'l/c.. 

fìtted with a up To TARGETS 

TARGETS 11"6Y be 
drUetent in stl.e 
atKl maietial 

~pii ne alsotithm 

) ) ) ' ) , ) 

Closenes5 of TOFINO CLhd I.SIM to theiarget 
improves the effka~ cf the sl.gotiihm since 
redoces the effec.t of multiple sc.airerfn9. 

JL bsd< ttaeked 
w\th GEAHE 
up to TARGf:T 

T 

126.8± 3.3 tfeY/e 
T: 16.3 MeV 

Berillium 

K-average penetration 
calc.ulated with GEANE 

Vf1c.ertaintles Ìh VERTEX ra:.onsttocton 

Ta~et depth "' 280/U" FWHH due tnàn l~ to 1he widtl1 of fjJ 

Tarset len~th "" 530 " 11 {c.a11 be reduc..ed b~ a~pmac.hi 11.9 

targetwid~ \ 4SO 11 11 the. iARGt:f to ISIH. 
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FINUDA Experirnent 
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Global trac.k fi1tin9 

Possible improvement in resoluti'on (1. 2- 1.3) 

FINUDA Experiment 
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Event n. : 2 
Dote: 12/ 08/62 
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Summary 

l . Introduction 

2. Sub-detectors: performances of 
prototypes and delivery plans 

3. Mechanical structure (clepsydra) "' 
and magnet movements 

4. Installation 

5 . Simulation of the performances of 
the spectrometer with more realistic 
geometry and structure 

6 . Machine induced background 

7 . First round physics 

8 . Time schedule and milestones 

9. Conclusions 



Introduction 

Main efforts and activities of the last 
semester, are ali finalised to the scope: 

FINUDA "in pit" around Summer '96. 

c_. Conclude tests on sub-detector prototypes ò final 
decision for mass production ò tenders 

c_. Freeze mechanical designs ò tenders 

c_. Two major changes from last presentation 
(Technical Report) 

l . V ertex detector design allows more space for 
beam pipe (ISIM/OSIM from hexagon/octagon to 
octagon/decagon); benefit also for reduction of 
machine induced background; present beam pipe 
diameter may be further increased without 
"dramatic" changes of the mechanical structure. 

2. Magnet yoke + cryostat will be fully assembled 
in Genova. Magnetic measurements will be 
performed with the Ansaldo Liquefaction Plant 
(no dewars!). Mago et will be transported as "a 
whole" (without end caps) and installed directly 
in the pit. Interference with the machine 
commissioning considerably reduced (we skip the 
"intermediate step" of the installati o n in the MEA 
Hall). Test on ali sub-detectors, already mounted 
on the clepsydra, may be performed. 



FINUDA Experimen 

Run n.: 
Event n.: 
Dote: 12/08/6: 

DJ FRONT view I l"'\ 
Ree. hits 
Pattern Reco q n. 
Zoom 
Monte Carlo 

<ERASE>I <OUIT~ 



LMDCs: 
conclusions and further checks 

O Results fully consiste n t ( <) with 
design performances 

@ Calculations reliable 

@} Mechanics + electronics: OK 

O Resolution + efficiency as a function 
of the incidence angle: beam test at 
CERN PS in June '95 

@ Lorentz angle: direct measurement 
with X-rays to check calculation; 

however: 
3 ways of controlling /changing it: 

CD electronical 
(2) mechanical 
® % of the gas mixture 



5. Monte Carlo simulation 
of the performance of the 

realistic detector configuration 

V Final FINUDA geometry 

V Spectrometer acceptance 

V Spectrometer momentum resolution 

V Trigger efficiency and rates 
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FINUDA Experimen 

Run n.: 
Event n . : C 

r, ' . :, 2' /c· o / e~. ' L.;Ote. . , Jo , • 
' ' 

DI SIDE view j[ 
Ree. hits 
Pattern Reco_qn. 
Track Fittinq 
Zoom 
Monte Carlo 

<ERASE>I <OUIT> 

L .... +~-----
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FINUDA Experiment 

Run n.: 
Eve ntn . : : ,_ 

[)c~+ P . -... ._.· . • 2 'c· , ; i )h l r;~,-
·1 C i r...J L 

DI FRONT view~ll 
Ree. hits ~ 
Pattern Recoan-
Track Fittina · 
Zoom 
Monte Carlo ~ 

~ERASE>I <OUIT> -

L. 
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Spectrometer acceptance 
(straw tubes) 

parti el e full geometrie 
apparatus aeeeptanee . 

n· 270 MeV/c (45 + 1)% 44% (54 + 1)% 53% 

p 417 MeV/c (32 + 1)% 43% (60 + 1)% 63% 

fJ,+ 236 MeV/c (31 + 1)% 38% (53+ 1)% 53% 

' / 
Teehnieal report 

Spectrometer acceptance 
(tofone) 

parti el e full geometrie 
apparatus aeeeptanee 

n· 270 MeV/c (40 + 1)% (48 + 1)% 

p 417 MeV/c (29 + 1)% (56+ 1)% 

f-L+ 236 MeV/c (21 + 1)% (40 + 1)% 



Momentum resolution 
Assumed detector resolutions: 

() 

J..Lstrips R<p = 50 J..Lm 
z = 50 J..Lm 

chambers R<p = 150 J..Lm (pessimistic!) (100 J..Lm) 
z = l% wire (l+ 2 cm) 

straws r= 100 J..Lm 
z = l mm (pessimistic!) (500 J..Lm) 

particle momentum resolution 
(FWHM) 

n+ 270 MeV/c 0.28 % (0.25 %) 

p 417 MeV/c 0.79 % (0.70 %) 

J..l+ 236 MeV/c 0.24 % 

Total radiation length 170000 cm 
Helium 540000 cm 
Air 30400 cm 

Spectrometer size 102 cm (110 cm) 

,-.., 



6. Machine induced background 

Impact on: 

+ TRIGGER 

+ PATTERN RECOGNITION 



3-14-95 12 : 04 ;DIR. DIV. ACC. 

Rate of particles per bunch loet • due to Towlchek acattering, 

in the FLNu.Da. deted.or. 

A.Jas:. Aec Nq(DO) NQ(tdt) N q T4d; 

(mm) (s-1) (rl) (s·l) (min) 

8 23.5 1.21o' 3.0 10S 1510" 168 

9 26.6 3.41o4 l.Olo' 5.0 lo' 198 

10 m.4 5.8 lo' 8.6 lo' ·9.4 lo' ~ 

A.e/ox A.c NQ(DO) N~<O) NQ 'r4m; 

(mm) (s-1) (e-l) (s-1) (min) 

8 23.5 1.41o3 52. 1.610S 168 

9 26.5 8.6loS L810S 1.0 lo" 1!11 

lO 29.4 2.31~ 9.4 loS 3.2 lo' ~ 

A.olos. A., NQ(DO) Nq(E<O) NQ 1t:& 

{mm) (s-1) (111"1) (s-1) (min.) 

8 23.5 225. o. 225. 168 

9 26.5 1.71oS 52. 17 loS 198 

10 29.4 6.51o3 2.21oS 8.7 lo8 233 

-
9403203;# 2/ 2 
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Trigger rejection for 
machine induced background 

Tri~:~:er conditions: 

CD Extended "back to back" topology 

@ Energy threshold on "BtoB" slabs 
(~E > 3.5 MeV) 

@ Time coincidence on tofone 
(~T < 10 ns, i1E > 5.0 MeV) 

Tri~:~:er rejection c> 1.76 x 10-s 

~ (' lost e+( e·) trigger 
at 0.6 x 106 c> 11 ---

se c se c 

Asking 2 tofone slabs over threshold 

~E > 5.0 Me V c> 0.4 trigger/sec 

~E > 7.5 MeV c> 0.1 trigger/sec 
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7. First Round Physics 

The new octagonal 
arrangement allows, in 
positioning of 8 different 

ISIM/target 
principle, the 
targets. 

The present idea for the first run 
arrangement is the following: 

3 targets 12C (graphite) ~ calibration + spectroscopy 

3 targets 6Li 

l target 6Li 

l target 27 Al 

~ non mesonic decay ~ 
~ ili = 1/2 rule validity 

~ control of 6Li purity 

~ capture rate for heavier 
nuclei 

We pian to run with this set-up for ::::: 150 machine/days, ::::: 
30 of them for initial debugging and setting-up (total data 
taking time ::::: 120 days) at L = 1032 cm·2 s·l 

The eh o ice of the target for the following run ( of heavier 
mass) will be decided following the results of t bis first 
run and (presumably) following presentation and 
discussi o n with Scientific Committee of L.N .F .. 



The case ofthe 6Li target 
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- 6L· 4H 1t + I ~ eex.st. + n + n 
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